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0.2 ABSTRACT
This thesis derives general physical results by an entirely formal process. Be-
ginning with a brief examination of the notion of language itself, it next ex-
plores Physics in a schematic fashion in order to arrive at conclusions on the
relationship between experience and language. This investigation leads to the
hypothesis that there is no separate reality to which language refers, and there-
for to the test of constructing physical theory without reference to experiment:
If experience is not to direct the interpretation of language then language must
yield its own interpretation.
To make such an idea acceptable it is next shown how references to such a
presumably fictional entity such as an exterior reality may arise within language
itself, and how such references may, and must, be retained. From this starting-
point an entirely formal language is developed, along with an associated algebra
and a Calculus, neither of which are restricted to finite quantities.
With the completion of the general symbolic system the derivation of both
Relativity Theory and Quantum Theory, as well as the formal structures to
which they apply, including space-time and sums-over-histories, follows from a
purely non-empirical and finitary basis. The dynamical and thermodynamical
laws yielding the phenomenological aspects of experience, such as are described
by variables for pressure, volume, and temperature, as well as the divisions
comprising phases of matter, are also argued to naturally follow on this basis. It
is therefor plausibly claimed that the formal approach has succeeded in yielding
its own interpretation and in thus reproducing what has previously been asserted
to be of necessarily empirical origin.
It is, however, then found that this system is comprised of formally incom-
patible parts. It is thus apparently necessary to either reject the restriction to
finite quantities or else accept the necessity of augmenting the formal system
with a properly exterior reality, by which it is meant that “experience” must
“inform” the system. Development of formal non-finitary theory is then ar-






1.1 Introduction: On the Notion of Language
Every sentence ever written carries with it an implicit assertion of a power
of that sentence to convey an idea and a more general affirmation of written
language itself. How indeed could anyone speak of something to which language
cannot refer? And language is pervasive; many kinds of languages have been
created by many different peoples to serve varied ends.
Besides obvious examples, one may also speak of music as being a kind of
language, albeit one with a very flexible grammar. Music, in fact, considered
as a language, highlights the active role played by interpretation in determining
the ideas conveyed; any given musical score may be performed in a variety of
ways by different artists and received variously by distinct audiences. Along
with interpretation often comes an assertion of what a language ought to mean
and what its author meant. It’s often difficult for a consensus to be achieved
on this last issue, especially when the author is dead !
Mathematics is said to be a language; the language of the sciences. While
music often allows for a great deal of flexibility in its interpretation, Mathematics
strives to be a precise language so that its utilization may have only one result
- a uniquely correct interpretation. Mathematics is also often pure; It need not
refer to anything outside of itself, in contrast to a musical score where each
written note corresponds to some sound to be made.
Consideration of these examples motivates a preliminary stipulation. Lan-
guage will be said to be in use whenever a system of written symbols has some
relevance. This is a deliberately unrestrictive convention, but it has its uses.
First of all, in connection with mathematics, attention is shifted away from
any so-called “mathematical objects” which might be supposed to lead an “ex-
istence” outside of math itself. Thus sets need not have any Platonic “reality”,
and there need not even be mention of an outside real world to which an ap-
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plied mathematics might refer. Such considerations are obviated and one may
ask merely whether or not a given string of symbols is to be used.
Secondly, as illustrated by musical scores, language is then a very general
notion. There need not be a uniquely determined relationship between the
symbols and what the language refers to. It is merely the possibility of some
connection being adopted that justifies asserting that a language is in use.
This last observation might bring to mind the search for alien intelligent life
in the universe. Clearly one cannot presume, beforehand, to know the language
used by an undiscovered race of beings. Nevertheless, if a radio source, for
example, were to exhibit an unexpected and physically unexplained regularity
it would not be surprising for there to be conjectures of an intelligent source for
the “signal” and attempts to decipher the language utilized in its construction.
It seems, then, that the above definition of language is the only one which
adequately addresses the way in which the term is commonly used, although it
doesn’t give a constructive idea of what a language may be like or what it may
be about: Language is defined by those who use it.
It is the intention of this thesis to explore language in as general a way as
possible by specifying the least restrictive and most natural system of writing the
author has conceived of. It is hoped that a convincing treatment of this symbolic
system itself will shed some light on the ways in which one understands those
“things” to which language refers.
1.2 Motivation and Historical Review
Before entering upon the developments particular to this thesis, an overview of
some relevant prior work in the areas of Linguistics and Cognitive Science, of
Metamathematics, and of Physics will be given. The results in these fields will
indicate some plausible expectations for the work to be presented here, but this
will also be an opportunity to indicate the points of divergence between this
thesis and the perspectives advocated in other work.
1.2.1 Linguistics and Cognitive Science
The form of modern Linguistics and Cognitive Science has been strongly influ-
enced by the work of Chomsky1. This work is foundational in the sense that,
even for those that disagree with it, it is ultimately necessary to justify any
serious theory in this area by how it relates to Chomsky’s approach and results.
What, then, are some of Chomsky’s conclusions about human language?
Language, according to Chomsky, is a discrete combinatorial system; “A
finite number of discrete elements (in this case, words) are sampled, combined,
and permuted to create larger structures (in this case, sentences) with properties
that are quite distinct from those of their elements. For example, the meaning
of Man Bites Dog is different from the meaning of any of the three words inside
1 An introduction to this work, as well as references to more technical expositions, can be
found in [1].
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it, and different from the meaning of the same words combined in reverse or-
der.”2 This may be contrasted with so-called “blending systems” wherein “the
properties of the combination lie between the properties of its elements, and
the properties of the elements are lost in the average or mixture. For example,
combining red paint and white paint results in pink paint.”3 Given that the
properties of the elements of a blending system are lost in a combination, it can
hardly be sensible to attempt to formulate general statements about a mixture
in terms of its elements. Conversely, in a discrete combinatorial system the ele-
ments may be recovered from their combination and general rules may be given
for the formation of such combinations.
The rules for the combination of the elements of a discrete combinatorial
system are called its “grammar”. “A grammar specifies how words may combine
to express meanings; that specification is independent of the particular meanings
we typically convey or expect others to convey to us.”4 The utilization of a
grammar is dependent upon the categorization of words into parts of speech:
“A part of speech, then, is not a kind of meaning; it is a kind of token that
obeys certain formal rules, like a chess piece or a poker chip. ... When we
construe an aspect of the world as something that can be identified and counted
or measured and that can play a role in events, language often allows us to
express that aspect as a noun, whether or not it is a physical object. For
example, when we say I have three reasons for leaving, we are counting reasons
as if they were objects. Similarly, when we construe some aspect of the world as
an event or state involving several participants that affect one another, language
often allows us to express that aspect as a verb. For example, when we say The
situation justified drastic measures, we are talking about justification as if it
were something the situation did, though again we know that justification is
not something we can watch happening at some particular time and place.”5
Because grammar operates on categories of words it gives sentences a mod-
ular structure which may be described, as is familiar from Computer Science6,
by “production rules”. For example, a noun phrase consists of an optional de-
terminer, followed by any number of adjectives, followed by a noun. A sentence
consists of a noun phrase followed by a verb phrase. A verb phrase consists of a
verb followed by a noun phrase.7 It will be noticed that in these rules the order
of the parts of speech within the (written) sentence is crucial to the correct
application of the grammar. Languages in which the grammar may really be
given in this form are called “isolating languages”. Such a scheme is not always
carried out, however. In so-called “inflecting” languages, such as Latin, the
spelling of the words themselves is modified in order to reflect the role they play
within the sentence. as is done in the conjugation of verbs. When such cases
are provided it is possible to rearrange the words within a sentence and still
2 See pg. 84 of [1].
3 See pg. 85 of [1].
4 See pg. 87 of [1].
5 See pg. 106 of [1].
6 See [2].
7 See pg. 98 of [1].
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determine the role played by each word. English is, in fact, partially isolating
and inflecting. It is clear, however, that any inflected language may be rewritten
in a particular order so that it may be interpreted as an isolating language, and
the generality of the notion of grammar given above is thus retained in all cases.
The notion of grammar indicated so far allows a different form of production
rule for each kind of phrase or part of speech within a given language, and also
allows for variation in the grammars of distinct languages. It has, however,
been found8 that all grammatical rules within a given language, as well as
all grammatical rules within all languages, may be put in a standard form.
This constitutes Chomsky’s theory of a Universal Grammar. This empirically
discovered independence of grammar from the particular culture in which it is
used has been asserted to justify the claim that language ability is an inherited
and intrinsic property of individuals. The inheritance of grammatical language
ability has further been argued to explain the rapidity and particular way in
which children learn language. Thus one aspect of linguistic analysis indicates
an inherent component of language and calls into question the degree to which
one can discern the properties of a truly external world.
More generally, the inherent aspects of language may be asserted to hinge, in
part, on the notion of similarity. The identification of words as being of partic-
ular parts of speech constitutes recognizing a kind of similarity, and, moreover,
the generalizing of specific examples to general rules which is necessary for learn-
ing also requires the identification of a similarity. The problem is that similarity
is apparently in the mind of the beholder: “Suppose we have three glasses, the
first two filled with colorless liquid, the third with a bright red liquid. I might
be likely to say the first two are more like each other than either is like the
third. But it happens that the first glass is filled with water and the third with
water colored with by a drop of vegetable dye, while the second is filled with
hydrochloric acid- and I am thirsty.”9 This points to a boot-strap problem if
one is to be able to learn and not have some inherent sense of similarity. It
may be observed, then, that pre-existing notions of similarity are posited by the
cognitive scientists in order to solve the old philosophical problem of induction.
Another observation in Linguistics and Cognitive Science points to a diffi-
culty in speaking of a real external world. Here the observation has to do with
the metaphors that people use in language. It has been found that there are
two basic metaphors in language10: that of location in space and that of force,
or cause. The first may be illustrated by the sentences: “Minnie told Mary a
story. Alex asked Annie a question. Carol wrote Connie a letter.” Thus “Ideas
are gifts, communication is giving, the speaker is the sender, the audience is
the recipient, knowing is having.”11 Force as a metaphor may be illustrated
with the following pairs of sentences: “The ball was rolling along the grass.”
and “The ball kept on rolling along the grass”. “John doesn’t go out of the
house.” and “John can’t go out of the house.” “Larry didn’t close the door.”
8 See pg. 111 of [1].
9 See pg. 416 of [1].
10 See pg. 354 of [3].
11 See pp. 353-354 of [3].
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and “Larry refrained from closing the door.” “The difference is that the second
sentence makes us think of an agent exerting some force to overcome resistance
or overpower some other force. With the second ball-in-the-grass sentence, the
force is literally a physical force. But with John, the force is a desire: a desire
to go out which has been restrained. Similarly, the second Larry seems to house
one psychic force impelling him to close the door and another that overpowers
it.”12
The sentences above can hardly seem unusual, and the pervasiveness of such
metaphors is readily discovered. Indeed, “space and force are so basic to lan-
guage that they are hardly metaphors at all.”13 Space and force are, however,
integral parts of the description of physical reality. If, as the above quota-
tions suggest, these concepts are building blocks of language itself, then what
is the necessity of an external reality anyway? How may references to reality
be distinguished from any other kind of reference if such physical terminology
is (perhaps) always in use?
This discussion of Linguistics and Cognitive Science may be summed up as
follows: There is reason to doubt that Cognitive Science has arrived at a clear
distinction between language and the external reality which it, presumably,
describes. This would be difficult to do, of course, but it is still somewhat
unsatisfactory that it seems to be no help on this point. Nevertheless, it takes
a realist position in speaking of a real world and reasoning that humans must
have an inherent ability to recognize similarities in order to be able to deal with
ambiguous data, as in the example with the glasses, which isn’t just in the mind.
This pre-existing faculty for classification extends to the common possession of
a Universal Grammar which operates on ordered strings of symbols, and which
is the foundation for communication. This grammar may be given in terms of
production rules, in a canonical form, for the manipulations of a finite discrete
combinatorial system. In any event, it is clear that Linguistics and Cognitive
Science have led to the conclusion that language may be understood in terms
of a formal symbolic system. The consideration of formal systems in and of
themselves, apart from consideration of any external physical “reality”, is the
domain of mathematics, so this will be the next subject surveyed.
1.2.2 Metamathematics
The modern study of formal systems within mathematics is referred to as meta-
mathematics, the study of which originated with David Hilbert14. “Metamath-
ematics includes the description or definition of formal systems as well as the
investigation of properties of formal systems. In dealing with a particular for-
mal system, we may call the system the object theory, and the metamathematics
relating to it the its metatheory.
From the standpoint of the metatheory, the object theory is not properly
a theory at all ... but a system of meaningless objects like the positions in a
12 See pg. 354 of [3].
13 See pg. 357 of [3].
14 For a leisurely exposition of metamathematics see [4].
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game of chess, subject to mechanical manipulations like the moves in chess. The
object theory is described and studied as a system of symbols and of objects
built up out of symbols. The symbols are regarded simply as various kinds of
recognizable objects. To fix our ideas we may think of them concretely as marks
on paper; or more accurately as abstracted from our experience with symbols
as marks on paper. ... The other objects of the system are only analyzed with
regard to the manner of their composition out of the symbols. By definition, this
is all that a formal system shall be as an object of study for metamathematics.
The metatheory belongs to intuitive and informal mathematics (unless the
metatheory is itself formalized from a metatheory, which here we leave out of
account). The metatheory will be expressed in ordinary language, with mathe-
matical symbols, such as metamathematical variables, introduced according to
need. The assertions of the metatheory must be understood. The deductions
must carry conviction. They must proceed by intuitive inferences, and not, as
the deductions in the formal theory, by applications of stated rules. Rules have
been stated to formalize the object theory, but now we must understand with-
out rules how these rules work. An intuitive mathematics is necessary even to
define the formal mathematics.
... The methods used in the metatheory shall be restricted to methods, called
finitary by the formalists, which employ only intuitively conceivable objects and
performable processes. No infinite class may be regarded as a complete whole.
Proofs of existence shall give, at least implicitly, a method for constructing the
object which is being proved to exist.
This restriction is requisite for the purpose for which Hilbert introduces
metamathematics. Propositions of a given mathematical theory may fail to
have a clear meaning, and inferences in it may not carry indubitable evidence.
By formalizing the theory, the development of the theory is reduced to form
and rule. There is no longer ambiguity about what constitutes a statement
of the theory, or what constitutes a proof in the theory. Then the question
whether the methods which have been formalized in it lead to contradiction,
and other questions about the effect of those methods, are to be investigated in
the metatheory, by methods not subject to the same doubts as the methods of
the original theory.”15
According to the above characterization, metamathematics achieves clarity
of meaning and definiteness of implication for the object theory, but the object
theory is not all of mathematics. The undefined metatheory forever remains as
an exterior criterion of the acceptability of the formalized object theory, and it
is thus implicitly impossible, according to this standpoint, to ever arrive at a
complete notion of mathematics which is both clear in its meaning and definite
in its implications. It is clear, however, that this scheme allows a progressive
clarification and development of the formal scheme. What, then, has been
achieved along these lines?
It has been indicated that the object theory is judged from the perspective
of the metatheory; Thus the metatheory must, if the meaning of statements
15 This excellent and authoritative quote may be found on pp. 62-63 of [5].
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in the object theory is to be definite, definitely classify each statement in the
object theory as being either acceptable or not. This classification is achieved
by a mapping of each statement in the object theory onto either “True” or
“False”; This mapping is called the “interpretation” of the object theory. It is
clear, then, that from the metamathematical perspective the notion of truth is
contingent upon there being a separate metatheory which determines, via an
interpretation, what is to be true.
Metamathematics is also supposed to make the acceptability of proofs of an
assertion manifest, where a proof is a formal derivation of a true statement. For-
mal operations, being rules for the combination of meaningless symbols, can, in
themselves, only lead from one combination of meaningless symbols to another
and thus make one such combination depend upon another. Once an interpre-
tation is provided, however, there is hope that certain formal operations may
preserve the initial truth value in a progression of formal combinations leading
to the statement it is desired to prove. Such a proof is not absolute, but rather
expresses the truth of the conclusion as being contingent upon the truth of the
initial statement in the derivation. This method cannot remove the ultimately
contingent nature of such proofs, so that certain statements cannot be proven
but may only be assigned the value “true” according to the interpretation. Such
statements are called “axioms.” The truth-preserving formal rules would then
be termed “correct”. Those statements which may be proven are termed “the-
orems.”
The axioms and the particular proof theory applied to an object theory are
determined by the metatheory. Thus, from the metamathematical perspective,
once a formal system is chosen, formal mathematics boils down to the selection
of the axioms and the formal rules for carrying out proofs. Now it will be noticed
that, once axioms and the formal rules for proofs are given, the formal system
inherits an order leading from axioms to theorems. The direction and extent of
this order will be determined by the axioms and proof system. There is thus
a correspondence between the rules for proof accepted by the metatheory and
some ordinal number. Such a selection cannot, in the above sense, be proven
correct but may only be a matter of preference. The choice made in modern
mathematics may, for the most part, be said to be for first order logic with proof
based on the acceptance of arguments by induction, in the usual sense, on the
integers, the integers having ordinal number ω16.
What is the result of this chosen perspective? Hilbert’s original motiva-
tion in proposing the metamathematical approach was to show, at least, that
mathematics was both “consistent”, so that no false statement may be proven,
and “complete”, so that any true statement may be proven. As is well known,
Go¨del17 dashed the hopes for the fulfillment of this program when he showed
that, for any object theory which may model arithmetic and for which induction
is defined to be over the integers, it may be proven that the object theory is
both incomplete and cannot be proven to be consistent. It will be illuminating
16 For a critical discussion of this standpoint see [6].
17 See either of [4] or [5].
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to proceed at this point to a discussion of the role of judgements based on the
metatheory in the proof of the first of these assertions.
The key to the proof of these results lies in the notion of Go¨del number-
ing. Go¨del numbering encodes statements in first order logic as numbers in the
arithmetic system which is formalized. Such numbers may then be arguments of
predicates in the formal system so that it becomes possible, from the metamath-
ematical perspective, to interpret some such statements as being self-referential.
In particular, Go¨del was able to construct a statement G such that from the
metamathematical perspective G asserts that G is not a theorem in the object
theory. It then is found to be impossible to prove G. This may be explained
as follows: It is asked whether or not G is a theorem. If it is, then G, being a
theorem, must assert a truth. G, however, according to the metatheory, asserts
that G is not a theorem, so this is a contradiction. If the object theory is to be
consistent then this alternative must be rejected. On the other hand, supposing
G is not a theorem, it then follows, again according to the metatheory, that G
asserts a truth. Then, since G is both true and not a theorem of the object
theory, it follows that the object theory is incomplete.
Now G being true entails its negation being false, and, false statements being
underivable, it follows that neither G nor its negation may be a theorem of the
object theory. G is thus an “undecidable” proposition; It’s a statement the
object theory can make no assertion about, one way or the other. In order to
remedy this “hole” in the object theory it is necessary that the object theory
be amended so that it adopts either G or its negation as a new axiom. The
first option, usually referred to as being the standard one, is straight-forward
enough. The second alternative, referred to as the non-standard one, it turns
out, requires the augmenting of the object theory with a new class of symbols
and a corresponding reinterpretation of predicates to admit the new class of
symbols. This option points directly to an extension of the form of the object
theory, as is illustrated by the reformulation of the Calculus within non-standard
analysis18. The interesting thing about non-standard analysis is that it allows
rigorous definition and manipulation of infinite and infinitesimal quantities. It
is clear, in any event then, that Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorem, rather than
merely being prohibitive, may be fruitful as well.
It should be carefully noted that the metamathematical basis for Go¨del’s
theorems was, in part, the acceptance of induction over the integers. While this
is the standard approach, it is worth noting that Go¨del’s theorem asserting the
unprovability of consistency may be refuted if one is willing to accept transfinite
induction over a larger ordinal. It has been shown that induction over an ordinal
known as ǫ0 allows a consistency proof to be carried through
19.
In conclusion, the discussion of metamathematics has revealed a number
of things. Metamathematics sets out, first of all, on the dual basis of an ob-
ject theory and a metatheory. While the object theory is formalized so that




tifies and interprets the object theory, is not necessarily formalized at all. The
metatheory operates on an intuitive basis, which, in part, is simply a way of
saying that the way that the metatheory operates is undefined. There is a par-
allel here between human language and physical reality on the one hand, and
the object theory and the metatheory on the other. Proceeding nonetheless
to consider the implications of this approach, it is found that the interpretive
role played by the metatheory leads to the usual notions of truth and proof in
an axiomatic mathematical system. Proof theory introduces a notion of order
in the object theory. There is also a consequent parallel between the kinds of
inductions accepted for proofs and the size of ordinals that must be admitted in
the object theory. Go¨del’s theorems then show that despite the definiteness of
the notions of truth and proof which metamathematics utilizes, the presumably
categorical power of these notions doesn’t obtain. It does, nevertheless, point
to a limitless flexibility in the formation of the formal system. This flexibility is
manifest in the extensibilty of the system of axioms and in the potential variety
of variable types that may be constructed in non-standard theories. Infinities
and infinitesimals, for example, naturally find their way into the formal sys-
tem in this way. This fluid nature of the formal language of metamathematics
suggests that if any comprehensive conclusions about the relationship between
reality and language are to be arrived at, they might not derive from the given
form of a language, but may be justified by a systematic referal to an exterior
reality instead. For this reason attention now turns to an overview of Physics.
1.2.3 Physics
Science is distinguished from other mental pursuits by its recourse to experi-
mentation, this, it may be said, being a systematic procedure for determining
how to use language to refer to “experience”. While “reality” is a scientifically
indeterminate word, it is supposed that, via experimentation, Science refers
to something other than a formal symbolic game20. Thus the exploration of
Physics will begin with a discussion of experimentation, the scientific method.
The scientific method may be described in a number of steps. First there is
Observation. In this phase of the process it is simply asserted that something is
noticed in the “outside world” and this something is described. It is important
to note, right away, that science therefor deals with that which, though taken
to come from outside of the linguistic apparatus, is, nevertheless, describable
within this system.
After Observation comes a stage in which Questions may be formulated.
Here the essential activity is that of trying to guess at any possible connec-
tions between different aspects of the physical situation and the particular phe-
nomenon noticed in the previous step. In other words, an attempt is made to
imagine ways in which the occurrence of the noticed phenomenon might depend
on other physical events which then would precondition it. Loosely stated, this
amounts to seeking causes for the observed effect. It should be noted that such
20 The notion of reality, from a quantum-mechanical perspective, is discussed in [9].
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questions, like the observed phenomenon, arise in an undefined way, as saying
that such ideas are found by using one’s imagination does not define imagination
itself. It is also worth noting that any presumed cause, like any other condi-
tion which may be distinguished, cannot always obtain; a term which always
applies is not descriptive. Under these conditions it is at least conceivable that
a supposed cause and the observed effect may be related.
The third stage of the scientific method is the formulation of a Hypothesis.
The Hypothesis is a clearly stated trial explanation for the observed phenomenon
chosen, according to best judgement, from the possibilities considered in the
previous stage. This step is also undefined; it is simply a judgement call. It
is clear that, from the scientific perspective, it cannot matter how questions or
hypothesis are formed. The only thing that can matter is the usefulness of these
questions and hypotheses once they are “found.”
The fourth step is to carry out a controlled Experiment. This means that
a well defined series of pairs of physical situations is created such that in the
first member of each pair the supposed cause obtains while the other half of the
pair, called the control, is a situation which is identical to the first except that
the supposed cause does not obtain. Having created these initial conditions, the
experiment consists in waiting to see, and noting in each case, whether or not
the effect to be explained occurs. It is presumed that any ”real” cause would
be in effect during these trials and would show itself, at least sometimes, in
the effect occurring in the non-controls and not occurring in the controls. Any
hypothetical cause is accepted or rejected accordingly.
The final stage in this progression of the scientific method is that of Theo-
rizing. Those relationships which pass the experimental step are taken, at least
provisionally, to be factual. These relationships are then thought about (an-
other undefined step) and an attempt is made to create a mathematical theory
which comprises all of these relationships. This theory may make predictions
as to what will happen in experiments not yet performed, and this becomes a
test for the theory itself to pass. In any event, having cycled through these five
stages, Science always returns to the first to look for new observations.
A number of questions may be raised concerning the adequacy of the sci-
entific method outlined above. The world being tremendously complex, which
phenomena are worth observing? Since phenomena, in order to be observed
in the above sense, must be described, doesn’t this precondition what may be
observed? Might it not be a consequence of this that only phenomena which are
sufficiently simple may be observed? If the number of hypotheses that might ex-
plain an effect is not finite, doesn’t it follow that the experimental investigations
might run themselves into a small corner in the sense of restricting the way the
world is viewed by scientists? And might it not happen that experiment never
checks all hypotheses which might explain a given effect? The scientific response
to these issues may be inferred by examining Newton’s Rules of Reasoning in
Philosophy21. While these rules do not constitute a formal oath of office for all
scientists, it may be fairly asserted that they do reasonably reflect the practical
21 See Part III of [10].
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attitude of most scientists.
Newton’s Rules of Reasoning in Philosophy are:
Rule I: We are to admit no more causes of natural things than such as are
both true and sufficient to explain their appearances.
Rule II: Therefor to the same natural effects we must, as far as possible,
assign the same causes.
Rule III: The qualities of bodies, which admit neither intensification nor
remission of degrees, and which are found to belong to all bodies within the
reach of our experiments, are to be esteemed the universal qualities of all bodies
whatsoever.
Rule IV: In experimental philosophy we are to look upon propositions in-
ferred by natural induction from phenomena as accurately or very nearly true,
notwithstanding any contrary hypotheses that may be imagined, till such time
as other phenomena occur, by which they may either be made more accurate,
or liable to exceptions.
Rule IV refers to “natural induction”, and it should be noted that this term
has been the subject of much debate. For the purposes of the argument to follow,
this phrase will be replaced by “experimentation”. This seems reasonable as,
after all, Newton’s rules are being interpreted and applied, rather than merely
cited.
Newton’s first rule begins by subordinating causes to effects: Particular
causes may be admitted only if they explain observed effects. However, it should
be clearly noted that causes are otherwise unrestricted by Newton’s rules and it
is nowhere indicated how one is to choose among many particular causes which
might explain a particular effect. It is only asserted that if one of these causes
is acceptable according to experiment, and is therefor “true”, then it may be
adopted. This is in agreement with a minimal interpretation of the experimental
procedure outlined above.
It is clear then that both the experimental method and Newton’s commen-
tary on it leave the acts of observation, questioning, and hypothesizing without
limits defined prior to experimentation. It follows from this that no limits,
in principle, may be asserted to apply to the effective range of experimental
method save any which may restrict the form of statements and hypotheses so
that they are subject to controlled experiment. Thus the scientific method is
not restricted to investigate only particular observations, and there is no bar
to future effects necessitating the abandonment of previous causes, as is indi-
cated explicitly in Rule IV, so that experimental investigation need not lead to
a narrow outlook. It is not necessary that all hypothetical causes be checked.
What may be said about the form of statements about experimental obser-
vations and causes? It may be observed that the experimental method would
be fruitless if it were merely the case that all observed effects were in one-to-
one correspondence with causes, for then there would be no conceptual gain in
speaking of causes: Note here that even in a deterministic physics, where predic-
tion may in principle be perfect and invertible, an additional idea of the passage
of time is involved. Thus, in general, effects are not equivalent to causes though
they proceed from them. Furthermore, if the description of effects is not to be
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superfluous, then their number must be finite; In a description of an infinity of
elements terms could be omitted and still one would retain a description which
may correspond to the original. Appealing to Rule I then, it is clear that both
causes and effects may and must be representable by a finite number of finite
numbers, and this may be taken to be the form that experiment requires state-
ments adopt. This conclusion is implicit in Newton’s Rules III and IV where
the “qualities of bodies” are spoken of as being “accurately or very nearly true”
and it is said that the “universal qualities” of bodies “admit neither intensifica-
tion nor remission of degrees”. That physical quantities are to be represented
by finite numbers is not explicit in the previous definition of the experimental
method, though it is an unspoken canon of scientists.
Consider now Rule II: It is, as Newton asserts, a consequence of Rule I.
It goes beyond Rule I in pointing out that physical explanation shall therefor
be universal in that all phenomena must be viewed within a single framework.
In fact, Rule II has the effect of imposing the requirement that no part of
the universe, nor any aspect of its activity, may be considered forever isolated
from the rest, as in that case the isolated part would be considered physically
irrelevant through not having effects which experiments need address. This then
also justifies Newton’s third rule, and Rule II furthermore serves as a constraint
on theory, pushing physicists towards unification.
The discussion thus far has focused on experiment as a method of analyzing
experience but it hasn’t yet been shown that this method, as opposed to the
methods of linguistics and metamathematics, results in anything other than a
formal symbolic game. Does the scientific method really access something sepa-
rate from language itself, some external reality? In order to address this question
the final aspect of the scientific method, that of theory, will be considered next.
There is a well-known understanding of the relationship between theory and
experience: “Every theory can be divided into two separate parts, the formal
part, and the interpretive part. The formal part consists of a purely logico-
mathematical structure, i.e., a collection of symbols together with rules for
their manipulation, while the interpretive part consists of a set of “associa-
tions”, which are rules which put some of the elements of the formal part into
correspondence with the perceived world. The essential point of a theory, then,
is that it is a mathematical model, together with an isomorphism between the
model and the world of experience (i.e., the sense perceptions of the individual,
or the “real world” - depending upon one’s choice of epistemology).”22. Here
again, as was the case with Linguistics and Metamathematics, there is a sep-
aration between experience and language, and where that separation is to be
found, is, ultimately, intuited rather than defined.
If the separation between the real and the merely formal is not defined a
priori, then perhaps, as a minimum, that separation is at least definitely stated
in contemporary physics. Contemporary physics is, for the most part, quantum
theory, and the mathematical model of quantum theory was given, essentially,
22 See pg. 133 of [11].
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by von Neumann23. Rather than discuss the intricacies of this model it is suf-
ficient for current purposes to note here that calculations in this formalism are
of two types: “Process 1” calculations which apply whenever new experimen-
tal data are acquired in “measurements”, and “Process 2” calculations which
apply for those times in the interim between measurements24. This distinction
in the formal operations of the theory clearly and formally distinguishes “real”
data from merely formal variables. This formal separation would unquestion-
ably draw a definite line between the “real” and the formal if it weren’t also the
case that the interpretation of the model leads to difficulties25. These difficul-
ties, known as the “measurement problem”, have lead to a variety of elaborate
attempts at resolution26, but, as yet, none are uniformly accepted.
Contemporary physics, having failed at clearly separating formalism and
“reality”, may even be doubted to have adopted any such separation in the
first place, instead almost reducing physics to formalism. To begin with, it has
been shown, by those studying “Quantum Logic”, that the formal apparatus of
quantum theory need not be motivated by experiment, but is, rather, a formal
embodiment of the propositional calculus27. The reduction of physics to for-
malism, it may be argued, is further supported by a founder of quantum theory,
Niels Bohr, in the following comparison of quantum and classical physics: “In
the case of quantum phenomena, the unlimited divisibility of events implied
in such an (classical) account is, in principle, excluded by the requirement to
specify the experimental conditions. Indeed, the feature of wholeness typical
of proper quantum phenomena finds its logical expression in the circumstance
that any attempt at a well-defined subdivision would demand a change in the
experimental arrangement incompatible with the definition of the phenomena
under investigation.”28( italics mine). As to the concept of a physical condi-
tion, Bohr seems to be identifying it with, if not replacing it by, its formal
description. Some may yet feel that these points are exaggerated and merely
“philosophical”, and do not really apply to practical physics. In answer to this
it is sufficient to turn consideration to the modern theory of quarks, for quarks
are supposedly fundamental constituents of physical description motivated by
experiment, and, at the same time, are subject to “confinement”. Thus, while
quarks are believed to “exist” they cannot, in principle, ever be seen! Quarks
can impact experimental results only indirectly, and are thus primarily products
of theory and not observation.
Beyond formalization of the “existence” of external reality, science has even
gone so far as to attempt the formalization of the individuals themselves who
have experiences, so that none could speak of anything which is not formal.
This program may be seen to be a consequence of Science’s previously men-
23 See [12].
24See pg. 3 of [11].
25 For a quick description of these difficulties see pp. 3-10 of [11]. For a selection of some
different ways of viewing the quantum formalism also consult pp. 181-195 of [13].
26 See [14].
27 For an overview of this formalism see [15]. For an in depth treatment see [16].
28 See pg. 4 of [17].
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tioned drive towards universality. According to von Neumann: “... it is a
fundamental requirement of the scientific viewpoint - the so-called principle of
the psycho-physical parallelism - that it must be possible so to describe the
extra-physical process of the subjective perception as if it were in reality in the
physical world - i.e., to assign to its parts equivalent physical processes in the ob-
jective environment, in ordinary space.”29 The physical world being formalized,
as indicated above, it then follows that individual experience ought to be as well.
Along the lines of deterministic theory, work in Computer Science has produced
Turing machines as well as other apparatus of Artificial Intelligence30. von Neu-
mann went so far, in his theory of self-reproducing automata, as to formalize
deterministic machines that would carry on many of the formal operations of
life-forms31. von Neumann also addressed non-deterministic theory by showing
that nearly deterministic behavior may be synthesized by the parallel organiza-
tion of non-deterministic elements32. Consequently it is now common practice
in physics to, in effect, replace observers by Turing machines33.
The above discussion has fairly well summarized the results of contemporary
physics. A review of physics, then, indicates that Science attempts to answer
the need for specifying a definite interpretation of its formalism through experi-
mentation. The nature of the experimental procedure itself indicates that there
are no necessary restrictions to the range of the interpretations thus derived,
though such investigations are formally restricted to measurements expressible
by finitely many finite numbers. Science is concerned with having an explana-
tion of observations, but by no means need there be a unique explanation or
theory. In fact, theories need not arise solely or uniquely from experiment ei-
ther, as is illustrated in the case of quantum theory. This freeing of theory from
strict correspondence with observation has resulted in modern physical theory
being almost totally formal in nature. It has also left in question the degree to
which anything besides a formalism is required or even specifiable.
1.3 A Departure from Prior Approaches
Having surveyed Linguistics and Cognitive Science, Metamathematics, and con-
temporary Physics, an attempt will now be made to glean any wisdom common
to these disciplines. Some of those things which these disciplines have in com-
mon will be found to hold in the symbolic system developed here. Particular
aspects specific to some of these areas will also feature in the pages to follow.
And, as it will also be observed, there is a similarity in the difficulties facing
these theories which will be an important indicator of a point of departure which
distinguishes the theory developed here from previous developments.
It may be recalled that each of the noted areas does make use of written
29 See pg. 418 of [12].
30See [4] for a basic coverage. For detailed theory consult [18].
31See [19].
32 See [20].
33See pg. 64 of [11].
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discrete combinatorial systems. Manipulations of these systems were, in all
cases, specified by clearly stated formal grammars. In applying grammars rules
were in effect according to the category of symbols being manipulated, there
being no concern for any particular additional meaning attached to the symbols.
This lends a certain rigor to these manipulations, but, in all cases, there was also
an appeal made to an intuited level of interpretation and justification which, in
the case of Physics at least, yields confusion if not contradiction. In no case was
there an a priori clear division between what is to be merely formal and what
is to be intuited.
The study of Linguistics additionally pointed to the particular relevance of
the order of written symbols while also noting that the Universal Grammar may
be taken to derive from an intuited notion of similarity or categorization. Con-
sideration of Metamathematics taught that the notions Truth and Proof aren’t
as categorical as might be formally desired, but that they are instead grounded,
ultimately, in a choice of interpretation of the symbolism. Surprisingly, meta-
mathematics, instead of demanding rigid and ultimate truths, requires an in-
finite flexibility in an allowed step-wise extension of any sufficiently complex
formal system. This extension results in, among other things, a rigorous def-
inition of infinities and infinitesimals. Experimentation, which was discussed
in order to curtail this embarrassment of riches, demands, instead, operating
with finite quantities, but still hasn’t categorically solved the problem of the
interpretation of the formalism.
A concern common to all of the above considerations is, given that lan-
guage is to play a role at all, the need for precisely determining the proper
role and extent of the respective formalisms. In this connection Wittgenstein’s
dictum34, that that which cannot be said ought to be passed over in silence,
seems pointedly relevant. It may, however, be pointed out that he who would
wholely reject the relevance of language can hardly state his case! Furthermore,
it is hardly possible to describe that which is outside of language. It seems,
besides, that language ought to play some part in our experience as without
such interpretation that experience is, arguably, a chaotic jumble. None of this,
however, resolves the difficulties encountered above wherein language referred
to something in addition to itself.
The notion that language might be able to represent and refer to something
outside of itself might seem questionable. Perhaps such a conception is even
self-contradictory, yet one might also conclude that empty formalism is the only
alternative to such an approach and feel thereby driven to infer some external
“physical” basis for, or content of, language. Re-examination of the nature of
the axiomatic approach will suggest, however, that this is a false dichotomy
and that one might instead adopt a third viewpoint which embraces none of
the arbitrary formalisms such as have arisen in pure mathematics and yet also
avoids such problematic combinations of intuition and formalism as have arisen
in Physics. The considerations to follow outline such a re-examination and give
an overview of the argument to be presented at length in the remainder of this
34For an overview of Wittgenstein’s philosophy see [21].
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thesis.
Recall that one lesson of Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorem is that any suffi-
ciently powerful axiomatic system will have “holes” corresponding to undecid-
able propositions. There are no stated constraints on how such “holes” may
be filled so that, in general, no axiom system is formally preferable to an-
other. Usually one is thus led to recognize the limitations and arbitrary nature
of the axioms of any particular metamathematical system. Not withstanding
this result the axiomatic method is still employed by both mathematicians and
physicists alike in order to draw definite conclusions from definite premises.
The formal symmetry in the admissibility of distinct axiomatic theories is
usually broken either as a matter of taste, as in the case of pure mathematics, or
via reference to experiment, as in the case of applied mathematics and Physics.
That the relationship between empirical data and formal structures is indefinite
has perhaps already been plausibly indicated and will be further advocated in
Chapter 2. Any plausibility in these observations argues against the second
means of identifying relevant formalisms though it cannot, by any means, prove
that such a rejection is mandatory. If such a course is adopted, it yet remains
to formally characterize the “physically relevant” structures within the formal
theory. In this connection it may be anticipated that the presumed indefiniteness
in the empirical relevance of particular formal structures, together with the
previously discussed physical requirement that “measurements” be expressible
as finite collections of finite (real) numbers, leads to the expectation that the
finiteness of data might be the only possible formal requirement that could
characterize an empirically relevant symbolism. This observation identifies an
interesting class of formalisms to be investigated and gives some hope of success
in replacing the empirical method with a strictly formal one.
The role of experiment being at least questionable, the axiomatic method
yet remains arbitrary in that distinct and incompatible axiomatic systems are,
in themselves, of equal standing. The selection of any particular collection
of axioms being arbitrary, it would seem that any acceptable non-empirical
symbolic method must be non-axiomatic. In light of this it may be asked how
one is to determine a self-sufficient and constructive symbolic method. An
answer: Rather than thinking of Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorem as being a
constraint on particular axiom systems it is instead possible to interpret it as
being a critique of the axiomatic method itself. Such a critique is a statement
of what the formalisms of all such distinct axiomatic systems have in common.
The acceptability of such a statement suggests that the formal manipulations
of a non-axiomatic system be taken to be those compatible with the adoption
of any particular axiomatic system. This may also be thought of as requiring
that the formal manipulations demanded by any given axiomatic system may
be thought of as special restricted cases of the application of the formal rules
of the non-axiomatic system. Such restrictions in the applicability of formal
manipulations are determined by the axioms of the given axiomatic system so
that such systems must be embeddable in the non-axiomatic system.
The axioms of such embedded formal systems may be thought of as summa-
rizing the “truths” of the experiences of particular individuals so that, if this
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identification is made, it may be seen that the formal rules of the non-axiomatic
system then ought to be consistent with the testimony of “observers”. If such an
identification is to be made then it remains to at least plausibly illustrate that
the “realistic” structure of everyday language may nevertheless be thought of in
terms of, and justified by, the strictly formal considerations of a non-axiomatic
theory. In this sense the formalism may be said to generate its own interpre-
tation. Such a development, which coincides with an intuitive categorization
of symbols such as Linguists infer in the operation of the Universal Grammar,
is given in Chapter 3. Accepting such an identification then allows the deriva-
tion of the formal manipulations of the non-axiomatic system to be carried out,
beginning with Chapter 4, in an intuitively plausible manner.
It should be noted that the non-axiomatic formal approach, by definition,
does not presume that axioms may not be adopted, but, rather, attempts to
investigate what is common to all such axiom systems. Definite conclusions
correspond, as always, to definite axioms. While a non-axiomatic theory may
make note of such connections it cannot endorse any conclusions as being cat-
egorically “true”. Conversely, any definite results must be those that may be
derived on the basis of some axiomatic theory. If this is kept in mind it should
be clear that this thesis can never make claims that one must necessarily accept,
nor can it include formal manipulations that amount to proofs in the absense
of reference to any axioms. In this sense a non-axiomatic theory may be said
to be based upon the notion of contingency rather than truth. It may also be
noted that, in accordance with the notion of a non-axiomatic theory, all non-
axiomatic theories may be considered to be identical. Thus the formal structure
of the non-axiomatic formal system will be identified in this thesis as being that
of the General Symbolic System.
In order to make the above ideas clearer it may be helpful to make a detour
in order to compare these ideas with some other historically important ideas
not already discussed. It seems plausible, first of all, that if the non-axiomatic
method is to be self-sufficient, then it might profitably be compared to the
approach of various mathematical schools of thought. This comparison will
then lead to a consideration of some of the philosophical ideas of Wittgenstein.
Historically, there have been three main schools of mathematical thought,
namely: Formalism, Logicism, and Intuitionism. It is easy to quickly point
out differences between the non-axiomatic method and the approach of each
of these schools. Formalism has already been discredited by Go¨del, but the
symbolic method to be developed here manifestly differs from Formalism in the
sense that there is to be no object theory separate from any intuitive metathe-
ory. Logicism attempts to construct all of formal mathematics starting from a
propositional system of assertions, assertions such as that a particular mathe-
matical object has a particular property. The point of divergence between the
approach developed here and that of Logicism is, as is explained in section 5 of
Chapter 3, that the general symbolic system doesn’t adopt any particular kinds
of mathematical objects as being such final categories. Finally, the Intuitionists
are known for their rejection of the notions of mathematical infinities and of
the Law of the Excluded Middle, which mandates that all statements are either
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true or false. The above approach, while evidently sharing the Intuitionistic
attitude to truth, will distinguish itself from Intuitionism in fully embracing
formal infinities.
Having distinguished the desired formalism from that of all standard math-
ematical schools of thought it would seem that the above ideas are on very
philosophically shaky ground. In this vein it will be interesting to consider
some of Wittgenstein’s ideas.
One of the foundational goals of Wittgenstein’s philosophy35 is to prevent
the imprecise use of language. Wittgenstein felt, in fact, that with a precise
understanding of language there could be no questions, properly speaking, that
could not be answered. In such a case the long-standing paradoxes of philosophy
would have to therefor be rooted in an improper use of language. While his
later philosophy attempted to explore language empirically36, and is therefor
apparently to be rejected here, his earlier philosophy, like the program to be
pursued here, attempted to understand the nature of experience through an
analysis of pure formalism37 and therefor might be akin to the ideas to be
developed here.
Although Wittgenstein’s early ideas do proceed from a Logicist viewpoint,
they will nevertheless be discussed. Wittgenstein espoused the idea that lan-
guage gave a “picture” of reality, wherein the structure of language exactly
mirrored the structure of an external reality. Wittgenstein thus postulates a
neumenal world of ideas, similar to Plato’s idea of forms, parallel to a physical
reality. Such an approach differs from the theory to be developed here in nec-
essarily speaking of an external reality, and it seems suspicious that language
and physical reality might coincidentally have identical structures, but the fact
that the nature of language is to exactly determine the nature of experience is
nevertheless quite similar to the idea that, in the general symbolic system, the
formalism generates its own interpretation.
In further elaborating his idea of the “picture” Wittgenstein came to the
conclusion that physical reality is, like ordinary written language, composed of
atomic elements corresponding to those symbols representing ideas which are
not further analyzed. In accordance with his Logicist views he also, therefor,
came to the conclusion that language, and therefor physical reality also, is ulti-
mately tautological in nature, there being no a priori way to distinguish atomic
elements of reality. This led him to later reject the results of these investigations
because he could not reconcile the complete symmetry between the atoms of his
neumenal world and the apparent diversity of the physical world.
Wittgenstein’s early ideas may be compared to those of this thesis in the
following way. While the structure of language is the only structure there will
be that may be discussed in the general symbolic system, it is not presumed in
the developments to follow that there will be atoms in the symbolic system into
which all other expressions may be analyzed. Such an analysis amounts to a
proof in a formal system, while such atoms correspond to axioms. The general
35Refer again to [21] for a discussion of Wittgenstein’s philosophy.
36These ideas were published posthumously in [22].
37Wittgenstein’s earlier philosophy is given by him in [23].
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symbolic system rejects, by definition, such a conclusion. Instead of this, as is
explained in section 9 of Chapter 7, the considerations of the general symbolic
system will lead to finite levels of description which may be further elaborated
to an arbitrary degree of complexity. Additionally, acceptance of the methods
of this thesis leads, unlike Wittgenstein’s early work, to the development, in
Chapter 7, of a purely formal symbolic system to a point where the structure
of language apparently does accurately reflect the diversity of experience. This
is all that will be said of Wittgenstein’s ideas here, and discussion now returns
to an overview of the mode of development of the general symbolic system.
Beyond the synthetic definition of, and presumed uniqueness of, the general
symbolic system, it remains to indicate the particular formal manipulations
which it should adopt. Here it suffices to generalize the formal rules of a par-
ticular simple axiomatic system as, after all, such structure must be embedded
in the general symbolic system itself. Such a requirement is, as is indicated in
Chapter 4 beginning with section 4, not merely restrictive, but decisive: The
general symbolic system embeds the formal structure of Lattices and is thereby
identified to be a division ring with a partial order.
The notions of conventional mathematics are developed with a bias in fa-
vor of finite quantities, this perhaps being associated with the atomism which
corresponds to proofs in axiomatic theories. The methods of the Calculus, in
their reliance on the ǫ-δ definition of a limit, are a case in point. Though fi-
nite quantities are perhaps favored by empiricists, no such preference is to be
found in the basis for the development of the general symbolic system. Both
for the sake of its own development, as well as for the sake of maintaining its
comparability to the usual mathematics, Chapter 5 is devoted to the task of
generalizing, within the general symbolic system, the formal operations of the
Calculus. This generalization takes particular advantage of the non-commuting
“multiplication” of the general symbolic system and thus echoes the stress which
Linguistic analysis laid on the importance of the notion of order in language.
Furthermore, Chapter 6 takes advantage of the generalized Calculus in order to
arrive at some final conclusions as to the algebraic nature of the formal rules of
the general symbolic system.
With all that has been said above, it should still be recalled that the purpose
of the development of the general symbolic system is the investigation of the
possibility that a purely formal, yet non-axiomatic, theory might nevertheless
have a structure which yields predictions which agree with experiment. Such
a program may be thought of as follows: If it fails, then this might be taken
as a “proof” that experiment is needed in order to “cause” physical theory to
correspond to experience. If it succeeds, however, then it is difficult to see how
such a cause may be asserted to be necessary: Occam’s Razor argues against
such a supposition.
As already noted above, the presumed formal characterization of empiri-
cally relevant symbolic structure is that of the finiteness of such symbolic struc-
tures. As the formal rules of the general symbolic system are taken to have
been completed in Chapter 6, the first six sections of Chapter 7 are dedicated
to exploring such special structures within the general symbolic system. This
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investigation leads to novel derivations of the formalisms of both General Rel-
ativity and Quantum Theory, as well as unsurprising characterizations of each
as corresponding, respectively, to invertible and non-invertible manipulations of
symbols. In so far as the empirical results of all of modern physics is conven-
tionally taken to be encompassed within these formalisms it might perhaps also
be concluded that the general symbolic system, in conjunction with the condi-
tion of structural finiteness, has succeeded to the same extent as empiricism in
yielding an accurate determination of the nature of experience.
In the seventh section of Chapter 7 it is argued that the nature of the
derivations of the Relativistic and Quantum-theoretical formalisms indicates
that, if such is possible, all finite structure may be represented within either of
these complementary schemes, though, as is characteristic of the non-axiomatic
method, such a conclusion should not be thought to have been proven to be
mandatory. The next section of Chapter 7 inclines, in fact, to the conclusion
that such finite structures are formally incompatible. Resolving this conflict
presumably requires either the consideration of non-finite formal structures or
resorting to empiricism.
As the non-axiomatic method is conceptually consistent with adopting non-
finite formal structures, the feasibility of adopting this first resolution of the
above difficulty is investigated in the last section of Chapter 7. These consid-
erations lead to the plausible conclusion that the Relativistic and Quantum-
theoretical formalisms may be extended, in a mutually consistent manner, by
the methods of Non-Standard Analysis. In particular, the formal manipulations
of the general symbolic system are to be governed by both of the formalisms of
Relativity and Quantum Theory, the only difference between this and the fini-
tary case being that the symbols are no longer required to be finite in general.
Established non-standard methods are then used to illustrate the relationship
between this extended formal system and the usual finitary formalism which is
thus embedded within it.
As a final observation, the role which Non-Standard Analysis plays in pre-
sumably reconciling Relativity and Quantum Theory as parts of the general
symbolic system suggests that an identification may be made between the no-
tion of the externality of the “physical reality” which finite empiricism forever
appeals to and the presumed conceptual inadequacy of any finite structures
within the general symbolic system. If this identification is made then, it is
proposed, these two approaches may be thought of as being indistinct. While it
would be inconsistent with the very notion of a non-axiomatic theory to demand
such an identification, nevertheless it is hoped that such an identification might






The introductory chapter has provided a general orientation and motivation for
the approach to be taken in this paper. The primary question raised by the
discussion there is the necessity of language referring to an external “reality”
even in such an objective discipline as Physics. Before proceeding to the formal
development of the theory it will be helpful to re-examine, in a practical and
more detailed way, the functioning of the scientific method, including the actual
style of activity of both individual kinds of physicists and some of the historical
development of Physics itself. It is hoped that then, after having more com-
prehensively illustrated the dubiousness of there having been a clear distinction
between formalism and “realism” or empiricism, it will be possible to proceed
more convincingly with the formal development to follow.
2.2 The Ideal Relationship Between Theory and
Experiment
The growth and functioning of modern Physics can be understood in terms of
a symbiotic relationship between two general activities of physicists: That of
theory construction on the one hand, and that of observation on the other.
Theoretical physicists make predictions as to what will happen next in a
given situation, and thus explain such events whenever they’re successful. The-
oreticians also attempt to encompass as many conceivable situations as possible
within as few distinct predictive schemes, or theories, as possible. Physics thus
progresses whenever theoretical physicists are able to construct a theory to ex-
plain phenomena not previously understood, to predict new phenomena, or to
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“unify”1 old theories by creating a single theory which explains what was pre-
viously explained by two or more old ones. This activity yields a kind of unified
understanding of the world.
Theoreticians can’t claim to have ever explained everything, nor can it rea-
sonably be claimed that all of their predictions have been tested or confirmed.
Apparently, the world is too uncooperative for that. There has thus been a
definite role to be played by physicists who don’t merely predict, but who also
observe.
Some of the terms used to describe these observations repeatedly occur in
varying combinations. The recurrence of such “events”, which usually have
relatively simple descriptions, apparently gives an opportunity for an exhaus-
tive and methodical exploration of a part of experience. This exploration is
undertaken by the experimental method.
By adopting conventions for the terms to be utilized in description it becomes
possible to compare observations and thus to engage in “measurement”. The
recurring conditions which define events also identify parts of description which
refer to “measuring devices”. Measurement, by organizing descriptions in a
conventional form, serves to help determine the extent to which theory succeeds,
and even the failure of theory to explain a measurement still represents an
advance for Physics, for it increases knowledge of the world and gives new
challenges to the theoreticians.
It should be clear, then, that theory and observation reciprocally benefit the
understanding which physicists aim for. Theory, as confirmed by experiment,
serves as a basis for prediction and specifies and clarifies what is known, while
observation identifies what is yet to be understood whenever unexplained mea-
surements arise. In any event, theory cannot fruitfully deny the observations
made in experimentation.
2.3 A Realistic Examination of the Behavior of
Scientists
While, as just indicated, there are certainly mutually beneficial aspects to the
relationship between theory and experiment which, in a manner of speaking,
drive the engine of Science forward, there are also conflicts which arise in their
interplay. This is, in part, because it is often difficult to recognize and accept
when a previously successful system of concepts can no longer be relied upon
when attempting to understand new experiences. It may even be said that
theory preconditions what is noticed. There is a consequent on-going tension
between groups of physicists, each comprising a school of thought, when their
theories are faced with the extensive variety of experimental data. This tension
may be seen in the debates between such schools of thought.
1 Hereafter the convention is adopted that the quotation of a word or phrase which is
used, in context, in a definite sense will, if applicable, be presumed afterwards to indicate the
definition of that word or phrase.
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For this reason the sketch of the activities of physicists made in the last
section, in stressing the mutually beneficial aspects of the relationship between
theory and experiment, bears some further development. To this end some
further general remarks about theory will be made, and it will be shown that
physical debate has taken a predictable form.
In a physical theory prediction is a strictly mathematical operation: Given
certain mathematical objects representing what is known, in the form of initial
and boundary conditions, parameters, and physical constants, the theory then
generates, in a well-defined way, other mathematical objects which are supposed
to tell something of what is to happen later, in the future. The predicted future,
in being derived from what is currently known, cannot be any more precisely
defined than what is already known. Now the transformation by which the
known thus yields predictions may or may not be invertible. If it is invertible,
then prediction may be said to be a sort of relabeling, and physicists would,
in this sense, know exactly as much about the future as they know about the
present. It is usually otherwise, the future being somewhat less accessible than
the present. When a theory’s predictive transformation is not invertible, when
the future is somewhat indefinite, then prediction may be said to be “statistical”,
by definition.
This consideration helps to explain the way in which experiments are, in
fact, interpreted. If a theory yields, apparently, more information about the
future than the past, then it may be concluded that some of the description of
what is known is superfluous or physically irrelevant. If, alternately, prediction
is less accurate than statements of the known, then, it being desirable to know
the future as completely as possible, this deficiency may be attributed to the
world being essentially statistical in nature, to a defect in the physical theory,
or to an inadequacy in the determination of what is known by measurement.
Exactly one of these factors must be the culprit, for it would be fruitless and
ambiguous to maintain more than one independent cause for the same effect.
Physicists who don’t believe the world to be essentially statistical and who
have faith in the physical theory would then assert that there “really” are more
comprehensive initial data from which one could make better predictions. They
would then advocate attempts to measure such data or assert that statistical
methods are resorted to for practical reasons. Such has been the case for Clas-
sical Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics.
Physicists who accept such a physical theory and the initial data must assert
that the world is essentially statistical in nature. This has been the position of
adherents to Quantum Theory as exemplified by Niels Bohr’s Copenhagen In-
terpretation. Bohr, while not denigrating all of the results of the non-statistical
General Relativity Theory, nevertheless rejected its methods and maintained
the adequacy, or “completeness”, of the statistical Quantum Theory.
If a physicist accepts the adequacy of the initial data but rejects there be-
ing any essential indefiniteness in the world, then they are compelled to fault
a physical theory which makes statistical predictions. This was Einstein’s re-
action to Quantum Theory. Einstein couldn’t easily accept the idea that “God
plays with dice”, and so he spent his last years searching for a generalization
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of his relativistic theory which could account for quantum phenomena without
necessitating an essential randomness in the world. Such a theory would then
replace Quantum Theory2.
Most physicists today fall into one of these last two groups, but neither camp
can claim a definitive victory so long as Quantum Theory and General Relativity
can each claim unique successes and still resist unification. Each position was
advocated in the famous Bohr - Einstein Debate. It is commonly believed that
Bohr won this debate, and Quantum Theory enjoys a corresponding popular
approval among physicists, but this is a position maintained by practical success
and not, as indicated above, a position proven to be unassailable. In fact there
still remains controversy over the interpretation of Quantum Theory, and so
Relativists may remain “convicted, but not convinced”.
The notion of a statistical prediction has led to an overview of physical
procedure and been useful in comparing the canonical schools of thought in
contemporary physics. It has done even more: It has convincingly shown that
each school of thought is offering a different solution to the same problem of
the meaning of physical theory, and that the debate between these schools has
taken a predictable form.
2.4 A Criticism of the Role of Experiment
The preceding analysis has highlighted the difficulty in uniquely interpreting
the relationship between theory and experiment, and the consequent disputes
that have arisen. Now experiment is merely a particular realm of experience
to which language may address itself. In fact, according to Niels Bohr 3; “...by
the word ‘experiment’ we can only mean a procedure regarding which we are
able to communicate to others what we have done and what we have learnt.”
Thus language must, in general, possess the same ambiguity of interpretation
as Physics if experimentation is still uncritically referred to. Before carelessly
accepting such an implication it would be best to critically examine the role of
experiment in physics. This will be done in the following and it will lead to
some interesting conclusions.
The defining virtue and test of Science is its ability to predict, where pre-
diction, properly speaking, is a matter of telling what will happen in an experi-
ment that has never been done before. Such a prediction can only be based on
something which is presumed independently of the experiment actually being
performed. Such prior knowledge comprises physical theory and may also be
taken to define “reality” itself.
In order that Science may claim permanent relevance it is necessary that
the supply of new experiments be inexhaustible, and thus infinite in number. It
follows that reality may, in this sense, be said to be infinite as well. It would
contradict the definition of reality, however, if observations were to be said to
2 For Einstein’s presentation of his physical beliefs see [24]. For an independent and in-
depth appraisal of Einstein’s realism, see [25].
3 See pg. 3 of reference [17].
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create reality: “Acts of observation”, in so far as such a term is used at all, must
correspond to entirely unpredictable events.
Because a physical theory and the corresponding notion of reality must be
presumed in order to make predictions, it is impossible, especially by experi-
ment, to prove its correctness. It may, however, be “falsified” 4 by its inability
to make acceptable predictions.
Consider, for example, the experimental results that are in accordance with
Newton’s Theory of Gravitation. These same results are in accord with Ein-
stein’s Theory of Gravitation as well, so that the same experimental data have
received two quite distinct theoretical explanations. From an empirical stand-
point, Einstein’s theory is distinguished from Newton’s in that it is able to
naturally account for additional phenomena which Newton’s theory can address
only with great difficulty if at all. Einstein’s theory is in this sense scientifically
preferable to Newton’s, although there can be, as indicated above, no empirical
guarantee that future observation won’t favor another theory over Einstein’s.
There cannot, therefor, be a direct path from experiment to theory, and
consequently no way to empirically determine which individual theoretical as-
sumptions are to be made or rejected in the construction of a theory: It is
necessarily the theoretical system as a whole which must confront experiment.
This indicates a kind of miracle, for any physical theory, including those that
agree with experiment, must then be constructed in a way that has no well-
defined connection with experimental results.
Considering the nebulous relationship between theory construction and the
results of experimentation, it may well be wondered whether or not an attempt
to construct physical theory without reference to experiment could be successful.
In fact, if experiment is to be relied upon then it, in being inexhaustibly novel,
can never allow for a final physical theory. In other words, a permanent role for
experiment implies that physical theory forever be provisionally acceptable at
best, and that there can be no place for necessity in Physics.
Conversely, if definite conclusions are desired, then it is ultimately necessary
to ignore experiment in the construction of physical theory. This may seem like
a heretical idea, but it is the only choice to make if, instead of rejecting the idea
out of hand, it is desired to determine if physical theory can be constructed in
this way. This is a worthwhile question to resolve, so this presumption will be
made at this point.
Summing up then, it is usually assumed that there are two separate realms
to be recognized: Physical theory and the reality to which it refers. Experience
is then supposed to guide the construction of the physical theories which de-
scribe it, but it has been argued that there cannot be any defensible systematic
procedure for incorporating the results of experiment into a physical theory.
Accepting this conclusion leads to the realization that physical theories must
therefor be miracles of independent creation which, nevertheless, do make pre-
dictions that agree with experiment, at least provisionally5. This being the case,
4 For a detailed discussion of this notion see reference [26].
5 For an extensive argumentation as to the freedom allowed in theory construction in
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it must then be possible to create physical theory without utilizing any experi-
mental results whatsoever, and thus to abolish consideration of experimentation








In order to follow the course set out in the last chapter it will be necessary,
first of all, to indicate how a language which makes reference to experiences
need not, in fact, be referring to anything outside itself. This may be done by
indicating how the “realistic” way in which language is used may be interpreted
in a strictly formal sense. If this is to be done convincingly then a number of
intuitively understood terms must be given explicit formal roles within language
and the structure which is normally thought to be found within a reality exter-
nal to language, as indicated in language itself, must be shown to have a strictly
formal derivation. The discussion in this chapter will be carried out in con-
ventional language and will be, in this sense, metamathematical. This should
not, however, lead to the same difficulties indicated in the first chapter. This is
because it is proposed that the formal system to be developed is not an “object
language” which is separate from and subordinate to conventional language, but
is, rather, equivalent to it. In other words, it is not presumed that the language
developed is a formal language which may be intuitively judged in relation to
a metalanguage, but instead the language itself is designed to incorporate and
symbolize the intuitions of individuals. This is the condition which, as has been
indicated, is required by the identification of the axiomatic systems embedded
within the general symbolic system with the testimony of individuals.
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3.2 Individuals and Language
Whatever applies to the relationship between theory and experiment will also
affect the more general relationship between language and experience. In par-
ticular, the choice just made in the last chapter requires that experience not be
considered separate from language itself. Nevertheless, language still contains
statements referring to that which is experienced, and so such statements must
remain intelligible. Thus statements about experience must be both accommo-
dated and yet denied to refer to a separate category outside of language. This
may seem paradoxical.
The unique solution to this difficulty which is adopted here is to identify
the recognized significance of any statements made by individuals about their
experiences with these statements themselves, so that such statements may be
taken be a natural development within the language itself. Then all statements
may be made in the form of references to experiences and yet no such separate
realm need be recognized. Any “separation” will be a feature of the language
itself. This identification has a number of consequences.
As all statements in language might be the assertions of some individual at
some particular instant, it would seem to follow that all statements must have
realizations in experience. However, because such statements, being merely
strings of symbols, can only be judged according to their formal properties, it
follows that while it may be intuitively appealing to base the considerations
to follow on realistic explanations and examples, such an approach may be
misleading, for it is easy to forget that such examples are, themselves, only to
be judged according to their formal properties. The developments to follow will,
accordingly, be kept, so far as seems reasonable, strictly formal and abstract.
It is evident that great care must be taken in dealing with statements about
experience from an individual perspective. The delicate matter of constructing a
strictly formal symbolic system which nevertheless accommodates the testimony
of individuals is the task taken up next.
3.3 Perception and Meaning
The construction of the symbolic system starts, as indicated above, from the
perspective of a single individual. It is assumed that the reader is an individual
and therefor may understand the meaning of the terms “reader” and “individ-
ual” without a definition being provided.
It may be said that the symbolic system is to be utilized by this individual for
the purpose of comprehending his experiences. In keeping with the individual
perspective it may also be said that symbols may be utilized in the description
of experiences at a particular instant. The developments to follow will be based
on the consideration of the description of experiences at a particular instant,
and the symbols will be said to identify what is experienced. The sense, if any, of
these terms beyond their purely formal utilization is left to the reader’s insight.
Description will be provided by the combination of written symbols. The
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assignment, by an individual, of certain symbols to a particular instant will
be said to comprise an act of “perception.” Such symbols will, in virtue of this
assignment, be said to have been made “meaningful” to this individual. Because
a given symbol either definitely does, or does not, appear in a given statement,
it follows that a given symbol is, or is not, meaningful to an individual at a
particular instant. Moreover, not all symbols need be meaningful.
Because written symbols may themselves be said to be experienced, it nec-
essarily follows that perception may result in symbols being assigned, by an
individual, to other symbols. This “meta-labeling” provides a means of inter-
relating symbols because any symbols assigned to the same symbol are, in virtue
of this very fact, grouped together. Such symbols may be said to be “associ-
ated.”
The association of symbols just mentioned raises the question of whether or
not the development of the symbolic system can give anything distinct from set
or class theory. In these theories the “existence” of sets or classes is required
so long as they don’t violate any of the formal axioms of the theory. Such
“existence” has not been mandated here, for the written strings of symbols are
thus far presumed to correspond to testimony, and be merely given, and are not
required by some formally stated rules to be formed. So long as this remains the
case such an identification would be unjustified. This point will be returned to
later, in the derivation of physical theories, where a condition for the existence
of associations between symbols will be given.
3.4 An Important Illustrative Example
The meaning of a particular symbol is, at best, a necessarily private matter. It
is not generally possible to say “what” a particular meaningful symbol means.
It is only possible to note that certain symbols are consistently assigned to
others. This situation may be made intuitively as well as formally clear with an
example involving two hypothetical individuals, Joe and Tom, say, who may be
supposed to refer to certain symbols common to both of them.
Let it be supposed that the symbols “stop signal” and “apple” may be re-
ferred to by both Joe and Tom, and that each indicates to the other that he
takes these symbols to be meaningful. Now “stop signal” and “apple” may be,
for the sake of argument, assigned in Joe’s mind to an experience identified as
“A”, while “go signal” is assigned in his mind to the experience indicated by
“B”. It is not generally presumed that an individual’s mind may be read like
this, but this fiction is indulged in just to make a point.
Even supposing that Tom shares the same experiences to which “A” and “B”
refer, it is perfectly admissible for Tom’s corresponding experiences to be the
reverse of Joe’s. Joe and Tom could then agree in saying that the symbols “stop
signal” and “apple” both refer to things which are “Red” and other things, such
as the “go signal” may be agreed to be “Green”. However, Red would then be
assigned to the experience A in Joe’s mind and to the experience B in Tom’s.
The reverse would be the case for Green.
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Any system of symbols corresponding to experience will accommodate such
examples, and will therefor share in this indefiniteness as to the meaning of
particular symbols. If, then, a symbol is supposed to have a definite meaning,
then this meaning must be established solely within an individual’s mind. It is
possible, however, to establish definite relations between symbols. In the above
example, in fact, the convention was reached that the meta-label Red was to
have the symbols “stop signal” and “apple” assigned to it.
The categories arrived at, such as Red and Green above, can be useful con-
ventions which are stipulated according to some symbols having some meaning
in common. In this case the red things have, according to both Joe and Tom,
common meanings. Joe takes red things to share the meaning A, while Tom
sees red things as sharing the meaning B. Again, this does not mean that red
has the same meaning for Joe and Tom.
Such categorizations are always strictly provisional: there are no final cat-
egories and there can be no mention of necessary truths. In the above case
it can never be asserted, for example, that there cannot be a symbol, such as
“Fire Truck” which is not linked in Joe’s mind to the experience A. This may
be because “Fire Truck” isn’t meaningful to Joe. It may be the case that Tom
wouldn’t assign “Fire Truck” to the experience A either. It may also be the case
that Tom may never have the experience A and so never be able to understand
why Joe associates “apple” and “stop signal” as being “red” but doesn’t group
“Fire Truck” under this metalabel. The usage of a particular symbol, such as
red, can only be justified and stipulated solely by individuals, so that it can
never be asserted that a particular symbol need apply to a particular experi-
ence. Distinct individuals may merely agree or disagree in their assignment of
symbols.
The most precision with regard to meaning that may be expected of lan-
guage, then, besides its including individual symbols of indefinite meaning, is
that it also provide for the construction of provisionally relevant relations or
groupings of symbols. The meta-labeling system discussed so far differs from
the system of the usual formal logic in that it is not based on relations with a
fixed and known number of “arguments”. Meta-labeling allows just such defi-
nite but flexibly chosen connections between symbols to be established in writing
as to give partial exposition of the relations it represents. The specification of
which symbols are associated by a given meta-label identifies a definite structure
without, as is necessarily the case, making the meaning of any symbol evident.
Language, in not being reliably able to convey a separate meaning, is thus seen
to be strictly “formal” in nature.
3.5 The Development of Language and the No-
tion of Truth
How are languages to be judged? If the way in which symbols are combined
in writing, and which combinations are to be allowed, is established once and
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for all, then it may be said that a particular well-defined language is in use. It
otherwise is possible to arbitrarily amend the relations expressed by the language
and, in this sense, the language will have been changed. Given various symbols
which are connected, by meta-labeling, in definite ways, it is generally possible
to give definite rules, called the “grammar”, for how such symbols may be
combined in written expressions. Expressions which satisfy the rules may be
said to be “correct.” It is thus necessary that a well-defined language have a
grammar.
If given more than one language, how may they be compared? Certainly the
comprehensiveness of a language is a primary consideration. Can a language be
shown to be comprehensive?
If a language is developed to the point where several symbols may be consis-
tently associated by a meta-label, then this meta-label may be said to identify a
particular “thing”, and those symbols which it usually associates may be taken
to be “properties” of that thing. Once this may be done multiple times, it may
then be said, in a strictly formal sense, that these certain things “exist” to which
the language refers.
Properties may be assigned to different things, although, as indicated before,
such categorizations need not be permanent nor are they necessary. Assertions,
relative to these adopted conventions, may then be made in the language, these
assertions taking the form of indicating that a thing does or does not have a
particular property assigned to it. The assertion, by an individual, that a thing
has a particular property is, like all perceptions, an action which can have no
necessary external justification. Even the individual himself may not provide
a reason for a thing to have a property. The property is simply a part of the
perception of the thing itself.
The discussion above, in showing that the notion of an assertion or “proposi-
tion” may be derived from the metalabeling which perception results in, should
help to make clear the relationship between the theory herein developed and
the approach of the school of thought known as “Logicism”. For, though the
formal propositional apparatus from which Logicism proceeds has been shown
to arise within the theory, nevertheless it must not be thought that the theory
is equivalent to such an approach.
A difference between the two approaches may, in fact, be discerned by con-
sidering the old philosophical issue of the discussion of a particular object such
as, for example, a chair. Whereas a logicist would, by the very nature of his
approach, be constrained to assert that a chair does, “objectively” speaking,
have certain properties, the approach espoused here starts from describing the
perceptions of a given individual, and therefor does not dismiss, at the outset,
the possibility that individual perceptions may differ. Considering a case of
discussion of the color of the chair in which some individuals “are” color blind
should make clear the primary role of convention, in which individuals “agree to
agree”, as opposed to objective truth, and therefor also indicate an advantage of
the present theory over Logicism. While, failing such agreement, effective dis-
cussion might be impossible, nevertheless undercutting the possibility of such
disagreement can only be justified by arbitrarily dismissing some perceptions in
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favor of others.
Despite the above observations, if the descriptive system is greatly devel-
oped then it may contain many things and many assertions about them. Such
a sufficiently developed system might exhaust all of the written statements any
individual is likely to make in a lifetime. Such a system, in virtue of its com-
plexity, might be deemed comprehensive, but, it may be asked, does it “tell the
truth”?
Because experience, as a realm separate from language, has been abolished
from consideration, there can be no way to judge a language apart from its
formal properties. Thus there can be no external criterion on which to base an
assertion of the truth-value of a statement. The only possible assertion of the
adequacy of a language that may be sought, then, is in arguing that the language
is, in its own nature, capable of representing any written relation. It is also worth
noting that in rejecting the notion of truth there can consequently be no worry
about consistency, nor can Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorem necessarily apply.
The way in which statements “about experience” can be made in a language
without the necessity of an external realm of experience has been discussed.
It has been found that the notions of things, properties, and assertions about
things can be given purely formal characterizations. The notion of intrinsically
true statements must, in the context of a non-axiomatic theory, be abandoned,







The last chapter addressed the way in which experiential statements may be
given purely formal interpretations. There certain terms were introduced and
certain arguments made, but it was not addressed how various formal manip-
ulations were to be decided upon. Such a formal development of the general
symbolic system is begun in this chapter.
4.2 Reserved Symbols and the Formal Nature
of Language
It is not possible, as has been demonstrated, to in any way prejudge which
symbols may play a role in individual perception in the general symbolic system.
If the identification of meaningful symbols is left entirely to the individual, then
the symbolic system must be such that, for any correctly written expression,
each potentially meaningful symbol may be replaced by another to yield a new
expression which may take on, according to individual perception, the same
meaning as the last. This may be thought of as a recoding of the previous
expression. This recoding will be the first aspect of the symbolic system to be
specified.
In the written symbolic system symbols will be distinguished simply by their
appearances as written; ’a’ is, for example, distinct from ’b’ in this sense. This
will be indicated by writing a 6=b. It is important to note that no “equality” has
been defined here.
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The convention will be adopted that writing a 7→b will indicate that the
symbol ’a’ is to be replaced by ’b’ whenever it appears in a written expression.
Suppose, for example, that a 7→c and b7→d. If this is done in such a way that if
any pair of images, such as ’c’ and ’d’, are such that c 6=d then the corresponding
pre-images, such as ’a’ and ’b’, are also such that a 6=b, then the replacement
effected will be said to be a “relabeling”, it being presumed that relabelings are
defined on all symbols.
It will never be the case that x 6=x for any symbol ’x’, and there is no re-
quirement that an image and its corresponding preimage be distinct. Thus a
given symbol may be retained under a given relabeling and, in fact, under all
relabelings considered. The symbolic system thus allows that certain symbols
may be used in the same way in all expressions in different relabelings. In this
way it is possible to always retain particular symbols to play fixed roles in the
symbolic system, but it has not been necessary to stipulate the “existence” of
symbols as necessarily given: Such “reserved symbols” may be conventionally
set aside for such use. Both ’ 6=’ and ’ 7→’ will be taken to be reserved symbols.
Consequently, given a relabeling in which a 7→b and c 7→d, an expression such as
a 6=c will be replaced by b6=d, it being presumed that 6= 7→ 6= by convention.
It can be seen that having reserved symbols is the key to the adoption of
a conventional language in which symbols are always used in the same way.
Ironically, then, it is the very indefiniteness of the meaning of any symbol which
will allow a language with rigid rules of combination, with a definite grammar,
that is, to be constructed. In other words, the meaninglessness of language will
be what allows a definite “formalism” to be used.
4.3 Partial Order and Formal Structure
In the last section it was found that the indefiniteness of the meaning of symbols
provided a key to introducing reserved symbols which are adopted convention-
ally and allow for the possibility of a definite language being used. It will now
be shown that the meta-labeling between symbols engenders a certain structure
which may be explicitly indicated in the language through the use of reserved
symbols indicating an order relation between symbols. The meta-labeling also
will provide a definite means of combination of individual symbols, thus leading
to the notion of an “expression”.
Consider the assignment of one symbol to another. In the example involving
Joe and Tom both ’apple’ and ’stop signal’ were assigned to ’Red’. It may also
have been the case that some symbol had been assigned to ’apple’, and some
other symbol assigned to that, and so on. This chaining of the connections
between symbols motivates a definition.
It will be said that ’x’ is a descendent of ’y’ iff
either ’x’ is assigned to ’y’
or ’x’ is assigned to a descendent of ’y’.
Obviously this is a recursive definition which is not constructive in the sense
that a definite end to the recursion is not to be expected for any reason for-
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mally indicated. The assignment of symbols is not, however, something to be
questioned: It may be said that it is contradictory to presume that individu-
als could stipulate such connections in an act of perception and not be able to
identify any chain of assignments which would identify descendents of a given
meta-label.
With this definition of descendents it is then possible to construct an order
relation between meaningful symbols. It will be said that ’x’ is “less than or
equal to” ’y’, written x≤y, if ’x’ is a descendent of ’y’ or if it is ’y’ itself. ’x’ will
be said to be “equal to” ’y’, written x = y, if both x≤y and y≤x hold. Clearly,
if x = y then y = x. If x≤y but x = y doesn’t hold, then x<y will be written.
It will also be convenient to adopt the following conventions: x≤y may also be
written as y≥x, and x<y may be written as y>x. The symbols ≤, ≥, <, and >
are taken to be reserved symbols.
Only the structural relationships indicated by meta-labelings can have any
significance within the formal system, and these relationships may be conveyed
by the reserved symbol ≤. Suppose, for example, that a≤b, a 7→c, and b7→d.
Then (a≤b)7→(c≤d), so that the meta-labeling structure between the pre-images
’a’ and ’b’ is inherited by the images ’c’ and ’d’. For this reason it may be said
that the images are used “in the same way” as the corresponding pre-images.
Because, again, only the meta-labeling structure can be of formal signif-
icance, and because the symbol ’=’ indicates an “equality” based on meta-
labeling, it follows that any two symbols ’x’ and ’y’ such that x = y may be
substituted for one another anywhere within an expression. Thus meta-labeling
is the source of “the principle of substitution.”
With these definitions it is clear that ≤ satisfies the standard definition of a
“partial order”:
x ≤ x for every x. (4.1)
x ≤ y and y ≤ z implies that x ≤ z. (4.2)
x ≤ y and y ≤ x implies that x = y. (4.3)
If, for meaningful x and y, either x≤y or y≤x, then x and y will be said to be
“comparable”. Any system of meaningful symbols, all of which are comparable,
will be said to form a “chain” and it may also be said that the order ≤ is then
“total” for these symbols.
Along with the notion of a partial order there will also be an associated
notion of a “bound”. Given two meaningful symbols x and y, any symbol w
such that w≤x and w≤y will be said to be a “lower bound” of x and y. There
need not be any lower bounds of x and y, but there may also be many. Among
such w there may be at most one unique “greatest” one, denoted by x∧y, such
that e≤x∧ y for any lower bound e.
It will be noticed that the string of symbols x∧y stands for a single symbol
determined by meta-labeling with respect to the two symbols x and y. Thus
x∧y is to be considered as a kind of unit. In order to make this clear it will be
convenient to introduce the reserved symbols ’(’ and ’)’ and write (x∧y).
There will be notions of an “upper bound” and for a “least upper bound”
for meaningful symbols which are defined in correspondence with the analogous
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notions above. A unique least upper bound of x and y will be denoted by (x∨y),
where ∨ is taken to be a reserved symbol.
Both of ∧ and ∨ act as a means of combining, according to meta-labeling,
several individual symbols into one unit. Because, for example, (a∧b) is consid-
ered as a unit, it makes perfect sense to consider a compound such as (a∧b)∧c.
Such a compound, combining several individual symbols, will be called an “ex-
pression”. Expressions will be primary constituents of the written symbolic
system.
The above considerations have introduced ∧ and ∨ and found their signifi-
cance as a means of the formal combination of individual symbols into expres-
sions. It has also been shown how the meta-labeling involved in perception may
be explicitly indicated by using the reserved symbol ≤. These are fundamen-
tal steps in the development of the formal system, but there remain further
developments to consider.
4.4 A Preliminary Consideration of the Formal
System
Prior discussion has indicated that the general symbolic system to be developed
here cannot admit of the notion of truth nor proceed on an axiomatic basis:
Its most concrete realizations of relationships can only be expressions of contin-
gency. While no axioms or truths may be embraced, it would come to the same
thing if any were explicitly rejected either. Thus this system must be formally
compatible with the structure of any axiomatic system. This observation justi-
fies summarily citing and applying the results of a particular axiomatic theory
in so far as the general symbolic system cannot have formal rules for the ma-
nipulation of symbols which are incompatible with it. This state of affairs will
be taken advantage of in what follows.
A symbolic system with an associated partial order ≤ and the operations ∧
and ∨ may be viewed on the basis of the usual Set theory, and then it comprises
what is commonly known as a LATTICE [28]. If attention is restricted to
only meaningful symbols then the standard developments of Lattice Theory will
provide necessary specifications of the symbolic system. For such a structure it
can be shown1 that the following results, which, for convenience, are cited as
they appear in the above reference, must hold:
L2. x∧y=y∧x and x∨y=y∨x. (COMMUTATIVITY)
L3. x∧(y∧z)=(x∧y)∧z and x∨(y∨z)=(x∨y)∨z. (ASSOCIATIVITY)
CONSISTENCY: x≤y is equivalent to imposing either of x∧y=x and x∨y=y.
THEOREM 8: Any system with two binary operations which satisfies L2,
L3, and CONSISTENCY is a Lattice, and conversely.
Thus L2, L3, and CONSISTENCY completely characterize Lattices. It must
be the case, then, that at least one of these conditions must be violated in order
that a symbolic system not comprise a Lattice.
1For the Lattice-Theoretical results cited in this section see pp.1-17 of reference [28].
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Further results for Lattices:
Lemma 3: If y≤z then (x∧y)≤(x∧z) and (x∨y)≤(x∨z).
Lemma 4: (x∧y)∨(x∧z)≤x∧(y∨z).
Suppose that O is such that, for every meaningful symbol x, O≤x holds, and
that O′ is defined identically. It follows that O≤O′ ≤O, so that O=O′. Thus any
such symbol O, and likewise any symbol I such that x≤I for any meaningful x,
must be unique. Such O and I will be universal bounds for meaningful symbols.
O and I have been introduced, in part, in order to show that the ≤ in
Lemma 4 cannot be strengthened to an equality. This can be shown by con-
sidering the system of inequalities O≤x, O≤y, O≤z, x≤I, y≤I, and z≤I. Then
x∧(y∨z)=x∧I=x and (x∧y)∨(x∧z)=O∨O=I, where it’s not the case that x=I.
The equality in Lemma 4 may hold in some Lattices, however. Such Lattices
will be called “DISTRIBUTIVE”.
THEOREM 10: In a distributive lattice, if c∧x=c∧y and c∨x=c∨y, then
x=y.
Theorem 10 provides something like a cancellation law for distributive lat-
tices.
Consider a distributive lattice with O and I. From the given lattice a new
distributive one may be constructed which extends the original lattice by includ-
ing, for each x in the original lattice, a corresponding new symbol x′. This new
symbol is to be defined solely by the requirement that O≤x≤I and O≤x′ ≤I. In
such a lattice it will be the case that x∧x′=O and x∨x′=I. Such an x′ will be
called the “complement” of x. According to Theorem 10, a symbol x can have at
most one complement in a distributive lattice. A lattice in which each symbol
has a complement will be called a “complemented” lattice. A complemented
distributive lattice will be said to be “BOOLEAN”.
These considerations have been preparation for
THEOREM 16: In a Boolean Lattice:
L9. (x′)′=x, and
L10. (x∧y)′=x′∨y′.
A final lattice theoretical result will be of central importance here:
THEOREM 7: Any chain is a distributive lattice.
The above survey of Lattice Theory describes a formal structure which may
be generated according to an individuals metalabeling, so the general symbolic
system must therefor be able to somehow embody such a structure. It must be
stressed, however, that the general symbolic system has not been shown to be
a lattice. The reason for this distinction will be given in the next section.
4.5 The Necessity of Generalizing Lattices
With the last result cited in the last section it is appropriate to ask whether
or not lattices, generated according to the order ≤ and the operations ∧ and
∨, are suitable structures for the general symbolic system. It is to be expected
that they are not, for, in addition to being based upon metalabeling structure,
lattices stipulate that such metalabeling structures must have least upper and
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greatest lower bounds while such requirements cannot be part of a non-axiomatic
theory.
The selection of meaningful symbols, and of the meta-labeling between them,
is almost entirely unrestricted and left up to the individual. From this it follows
that any formal rules for symbols which may be adopted for the symbolic system
must apply whatever the meaningfulness or order relations of the symbols may
be. Now it is possible for any three particular symbols to form, according to
individual perception, a chain, so that any acceptable formal rule must apply as
if the whole symbolic system is a lattice and, in fact, a chain. Theorem 7 then
indicates that such a lattice must be distributive.
The lattice structure is the minimal embodiment, as demonstrated by The-
orem 8, of the partial order ≤ and the associated operations ∧ and ∨ which
are generated by unrestricted meta-labeling with least upper and greatest lower
bounds. Because, as has been shown, free meta-labeling is precisely what may
and must be conveyed by language, it is unacceptable to have a further restric-
tion placed upon such a lattice structure. Thus the general symbolic system
must be able to accommodate lattices in general, and non-distributive lattices
in particular. It may be noted, in passing, that the necessity of not restricting
the general symbolic system to Boolean lattices decisively distinguishes it from
the mathematical methods acceptable to the Intuitionists.
The above considerations lead to the conclusion that the general symbolic
system must be distinct from, and yet embody, lattices formed by meaningful
symbols. This may only be accomplished by embedding such lattices in a dis-
tinct formal system. It will then be necessary that this formal system itself
have operations which are analogues of the operations ∧ and ∨, and that these
analogous operations satisfy a distributive law.
In order to justify the program pursued in this thesis it is necessary that the
formal system may consistently reflect the “intuited” combinations of meaning-
ful symbols perceived by individuals and yet also obey formal rules which apply
generally. Thus, for any manipulations in the formal system, it will still be
necessary to be able to identify corresponding meaningful expressions and, in
this way, be able to assert that the system has yielded its own interpretation.
Now there will generally be more than one expression in the formal system cor-
responding to a given meaningful one, for since a lattice of meaningful symbols
may be embedded within the formal system, it would otherwise be formally iden-
tical to such a lattice. It necessarily follows that the general symbolic system
has a “formal redundancy”: The process of “interpretation” whereby meaning-
ful expressions are extracted from expressions in the formal system is generally
a many-to-one transcription.
In conclusion, the only apparent shortcoming of the choice of the lattice
structure as the general symbolic system lies in its inability to maintain both
the freedom necessary in meta-labeling and obedience to generally applicable
formal rules. Nevertheless, because the general symbolic system must embed
the lattice structure, a unique and definite means of specifying the structure of
the formal symbolic system has been indicated. This consists in generalizing
the formal rules for a distributive lattice while explicitly retaining those lattice-
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theoretical results which don’t depend on which symbols are meaningful and
therefor fall into the order ≤. Other results may not be taken over so directly,
but may still suggest extensions. The task of this generalization will be taken
up in the next section.
4.6 The Symbolic System as a Division Ring
The general symbolic system will be constructed in a very nearly direct analogy
with the structure of lattices found above, though it must be stressed that what
is pursued here is merely the specification of formal rules for symbolic manipu-
lation which are not inconsistent with and yet are sufficient for the embodiment
of the lattice structures discussed above. In particular, the general symbolic
system will necessarily begin with two reserved symbols, referred to as opera-
tions, denoted by +, called “addition” and corresponding to ∨, and ∗, called
“multiplication” and corresponding to ∧. The symbols ∧ and ∨ will still be
retained in expressions whenever all non-reserved symbols are those that would
result from the interpretation of an expression in the general symbolic system,
and their appearance will indicate this state of affairs.
In the following, certain formal operations will be defined in terms of allowed
substitutions. Recall that the “equality” of symbols, indicated by =, justified
the principle of substitution. The formal symbol = will, correspondingly, be
taken to be an extension of the equality previously defined by metalabeling.
Thus = will always justify substitution. Another note: The presentation will
parallel that of a typical axiomatization of a mathematical structure, but it is
important to remember that no notion of “existence” is to be inferred. This
point will soon be stressed with an observation relating to an inverse operation
for ∗.
Recall that x∧y was considered to be a symbol which corresponded in a
particular way to the symbols x and y. + and ∗ will be defined to have the
same formal property, so that the “combinations” that + and ∗ yield may be
represented by a new symbol.
Given the combination of symbols a and b indicated by a∗b, this same com-
bination may be written as a new symbol c, where
c = a∗b. (4.4)
Given the combination of symbols a and b indicated by a + b, this same com-
bination may be written as a new symbol c, where
a+b=c. (4.5)
The requirements (4.4) and (4.5) indicate that the operations + and ∗ are,
in the usual terminology, “closed”.
The associative property, specified above in L3, applies in all lattices and
must therefor be taken over directly. Thus the following substitutions are per-
mitted:
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(a ∗ b) ∗ c = a ∗ (b ∗ c) (4.6)
(a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c) (4.7)
The distributive property will, as indicated in the last section, have to be
imposed. Thus the substitutions:
a ∗ (b + c) = (a ∗ b) + (a ∗ c) (4.8)
(a+ b) ∗ c = (a ∗ c) + (b ∗ c) (4.9)
It is necessary to give the second rule, rule (4.9), because a∗b=b∗a need not
hold in general.
It will be convenient, for the sake of referring to some ideas in the usual
mathematics, to revert to language using the notion of existence for a moment,
this being done solely for the sake of motivation of a formal substitution rule. In
this spirit the cancellation property for distributive lattices, which was cited in
Theorem 10, leads, as a trial generalization, to the investigation of the following
standard group-theoretic rules:
For any symbols a and b there are symbols x and y such that
a∗x=b and y∗a=b. (4.10)
For any symbols a and b there are symbols x and y such that
a+x=b and y+a=b. (4.11)
It is easily shown that rules (4.4),(4.6), and (4.10) lead to the availability of
a unique symbol “1”2 , the “multiplicative identity”, such that
For every symbol a, a∗1=1∗a=a. (4.12)
In a similar fashion, rules (4.5),(4.7), and (4.11) lead to a unique symbol
“0”, the “additive identity”, such that
For every symbol a, a+0=0+a=a. (4.13)
It can, furthermore, be shown that 0∗a=a∗0=0 for any symbol a. With this
in mind it is clear that rule (4.10) cannot be maintained.
Returning now to the consideration of substitution rules, it is clear that the
symbols “0” and “1” may be reserved, and the rules (4.10) and (4.11) are to be
replaced by the following rules:
For any symbol symbol a which is not such that a=0, another symbol, a−1,
may be written such that
a∗a−1=a−1∗a=1. (4.14)
For any symbol a another symbol, -a, may be written such that
a+(-a)=(-a)+a=0. (4.15)
2 See pg. 201 of [29].
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The expression a+(-b) is conveniently written as a-b. It is easily shown that
(-1)∗a= -a. a−1 will be referred to as the “multiplicative inverse” of a, while -a
will be called the “additive inverse” of a or the “negative” of a. Evidently, the
inversion of either multiplication or addition serves to erase symbols in written
expressions. The operation of inversion gives a good opportunity to emphasize
that the concept of existence is not to be applied. If, in fact, a were to refer to,
for example, a “dog”, then what, if anything, might a−1 refer to ? The inverse
of a dog ?
Finally, it can be shown 3 that a certain substitution rule for addition holds:
a+b=b+a. (4.16)
This property of addition is referred to by saying that addition is “commu-
tative”. It turns out that multiplication is not necessarily commutative4.
The rules (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15),
and (4.16), taken together, indicate that the general symbolic system comprises
what is generally known as a “division ring” or a “skew field”. It should be
recalled that these rules merely specify the way in which symbols are to be
formally manipulated, so that, for example, the “existence” of an inverse of a
symbol is strictly equivalent to erasure of that particular symbol being allowed.
In this sense algebra is here regarded to be a branch of orthography.
This is the extent of the exploration of the formal algebraic properties of the
symbolic system that will be undertaken at this point. It remains to investigate
the role of the order ≤ in the symbolic system, and this task will be taken up
in the next section.
4.7 Order in the Symbolic System
The order in a lattice is generated and defined by the meta-labeling inter-
relationships between meaningful symbols, and its sole purpose is the conveyance
of this information. The general symbolic system is to be a proper extension
of a lattice in which not all symbols may correspond to meaningful ones. Since
not all symbols, even after interpretation, may be meaningful, it follows that no
order can be defined, according to meta-labeling, on all of the symbolic system.
This has the obvious consequence that Induction, and with it Proof Theory,
cannot, in any sense, be carried out in the general symbolic system. It also
forecloses any paradoxes associated with the Axiom of Choice. It will be the
case, however, that part of the symbolic system will have an order defined on
it: This will be a partial order such as is induced under the embedding of a
lattice of meaningful symbols. There is a definite necessity, then, for extending
the notion of order to the formal symbolic system.
Those symbols which correspond to meaningful symbols will still obey the
laws found before for partial orders:
3 See pg. 201 of reference [29].
4 See pp. 92-94 of [29].
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x≤x for every x. (4.17)
x≤y and y≤z implies that x≤z. (4.18)
x≤y and y≤x implies that x = y. (4.19)
The uncritical transcription of Lemma 3 would read:
If y≤z then x∗y≤x∗z and x+y≤x+z for any x. (4.20)
Can this rule be accepted as it is? Consider a symbol y≤0. From the second
half of (4.20) it follows that 0≤ -y. Thus, for any meaningful symbol y, exactly
one of y = 0, y < 0, or -y < 0 must hold. Now consider y < 0 and x = -1 and
apply the first half of (4.20). Then the conclusion would be reached that both
y < 0 and -y < 0, but this definitely cannot be accepted.
It is thus required that x be restricted in the first half of (4.20), so that the
condition x > 0 is adopted. This results in the adoption of the two rules
If y < z and x > 0 then x∗y < x∗z. (4.21)
If y < z then x+y < x+z for any x. (4.22)
It can now be concluded that the symbolic system is a division ring on part
of which an order ≤ obeying the requirements (4.17) through (4.19), and (4.21)
and (4.22), is defined. The nature of the symbolic system is still very abstract,
but a more concrete picture will start to emerge in the next section.
4.8 Finiteness and Some Concrete Examples
Now that the the abstract algebraic and ordinal properties of the general sym-
bolic system have been somewhat developed, it is possible to exhibit some of the
usual mathematical objects that should be expected to find a place within the
system. These considerations will start with the fundamental notions of finite-
ness and infiniteness, and will then proceed to the construction of symbols that
multiplicatively commute with all other symbols, as well as to the construction
of symbols with tailor-made commutation properties. These developments will
illustrate the non-trivial nature of the rules thus far adopted.
Consider a symbol s to which various other symbols are assigned. Suppose
that x is one such assign, so that x is a descendent of s but not of any other
descendent of s. Construct a new symbol s/x such that s/x has the same assigns
as s except it omits x. If there is not a one-to-one relabeling from the assigns of
s to those of s/x, then s will be said to have “finitely many” assigns. Otherwise,
s will be said to have “infinitely many” assigns.
If a symbol s has finitely many assigns, then it will be possible to explicitly
arrange them in a terminating list. Given such a list a corresponding sum




may be derived, where the summands 1 correspond to the distinct assigns of s. s
will then be said to have m assigns and 1 will have been added “m times”. Such
m will themselves be said to be “finite”, and also to be “Natural Numbers”.
Natural numbers serve to “count” the assigns of a given finite symbol.
Besides this elementary construction of the natural numbers, other construc-
tions starting from 1 and using finitely many applications of the operations +,
-, ∗, and (·)−1, but not requiring (0)−1, result, in the obvious way, in the gen-
eration of the Integers and Rational numbers.
Consider a natural number m and any other symbol q. Then
m∗q = (1+1+1+· · ·+1)∗q = (q+q+q+· · ·+q)
and
q∗m = q∗(1+1+1+· · ·+1) = (q+q+q+· · ·+q).
so that m∗q = q∗m for any q. Thus the naturals commute with all symbols. So
too will the integers and rationals.
Consider now those symbols which are generated by finitely many operations
+, -, ∗, and (·)−1 and finitely many other symbols x1, x2,· · ·,xm. The resulting
symbols will be rational polynomials in x1, x2,· · ·,xm. If, as the x1, x2,· · ·,xm are
varied, the same sequence of operations is applied to the new xi, then a function
will have been established. Thus all of elementary algebraic mathematics is
available in the symbolic system.
Besides the development of this algebra, it is also of basic importance to
investigate the constructive aspects of the commutativity of the ∗ operation. In
this case it has already been constructively established by Hilbert 5 that the rules
for a division ring with order allow for symbols with tailor-made commutation
properties, so that this detail need not be further addressed.
In this section some finite constructions within the symbolic system have
been investigated. It has been found that the usual algebraic objects of elemen-
tary mathematics are to be found in the symbolic system. The integers and
rationals, in particular, provide such examples of symbols which, in addition,
commute with every other symbol. It has also been found that non-commuting
symbols may, as is necessarily the case, be formally constructed. These con-
siderations have focused on finite manipulations of symbols, but it remains to
investigate infinite manipulations. This will be done in the next chapter.






The usual presentation of mathematics is developed in terms of finite quantities:
Functions and numbers are, for the most part, finite. The Calculus is developed
in terms of the concept of a limit which, again, relies on finite quantities. It
will be important for the sake of later considerations that this prejudice not
be maintained. Then, whenever quantities turn out to be, or are assumed to
be, finite, this state of affairs can be explicitly recognized rather than tacitly
assumed.
In the sections to follow a general theory of functions, differentiation, and
integration will be developed within the general symbolic system which doesn’t
presume that the quantities involved are necessarily finite: The formal methods
developed can be applied independently of this condition and yet extend the
results given by the standard finite version of the Calculus.
5.2 Functions
Polynomials, as has been seen, give an example of functions, in the usual sense,
in the general symbolic system. It will be necessary to give, however, a general
characterization of functions in the general symbolic system which doesn’t rely
on their having been finitely generated. The necessity of maintaining the formal
structure of statements under relabeling will show that a particular modified
notion of a function is required.
Suppose A = a1∗a2∗a3 ∗ · · · ∗an ≡
∏n
j=1aj . If the aj are allowed to vary,
that is, a relabeling is applied where each ai is replaced by a new “argument”,
then this product will give a simple example of a function of many variables.
Whatever general definition of a function is adopted, it should recognize this
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product as giving a function.
Let the aj vary through, in particular, a relabeling aj 7→qj . The resulting
product must be formally identical to the original and have the same interpre-
tation. Thus each aj must vary in the same way, as given by qk=w(ak), where
w is some well-defined rule for relabeling individual variables. It must then be






k=1qk. As a special case
this gives w(x2) = w(x)2; This will determine w.
Choose any v 6=0. Then an equation may be written involving a symbol u, u
not corresponding solely to x, such that w(x)∗v = u∗x. Now w(x2) = u∗x2∗v−1
= w(x)2 = u∗x∗v−1∗u∗x∗v−1, so that u = v. Thus relabelings wu are given, in
general by wu(x) = u∗x∗u−1 for u6=0. In order that these relabelings may be
non-trivial it is only necessary that u not commute with all of the arguments of
the function to be defined. This indicates the important role to be played by
the availability of symbols which don’t commute with given symbols, for if no
such symbols are available then even a simple product would be incompatible
with relabeling, let alone a natural definition of a function motivated by it.
It will be noticed, in the case of the product A =
∏n
j=1aj , that any symbol
which commutes with all of the aj also commutes with A. This will serve as a
defining characteristic of a function.
The considerations to follow in the development of the theory of functions
and differentiation, while proceeding from different motivation, nevertheless for-
mally parallel those already given by Dirac 1 in a paper addressing algebra
in quantum theory. In particular, Dirac formalized operations already found
in Quantum Theory and suggested formal axioms in order to carry out these
desired operations. He also worked within the framework of standard math-
ematics with finite quantities and accepted the notion of mathematical truth.
His proposals for the definition of functions and differentiation were made for
application to the Quantum Theory in particular, but were not proposed as
replacements for the corresponding notions in mathematics itself. Here the de-
velopments proceed from a non-physical motivation and basis, and mathemat-
ical quantities are not necessarily finite. With this difference between Dirac’s
approach and the approach of this thesis in mind, the results for these subjects
to be given below will be merely cited, but not formally derived here, unless
they represent developments not formally parallel to Dirac’s presentation.
DEFINITION: Given certain symbols qα ordered by their index α, a rule,
called φ, for generating values φ(qα) from the ”arguments” qα, will be called a
FUNCTION iff
a) Any β which commutes with all of the qα also commutes with φ(qα), and
b) Whenever q′α= u∗qα∗u−1 for any u 6=0, it follows that φ(q′α) = u∗φ(qα)∗u−1.
Some results for functions follow.
1. Functions are well-defined, which means that any u, such as that above,
will give the same value φ(qα).
2. φ(q′α) commutes with whatever commutes with q
′
α.
1 See reference [30].
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3. If φ and ψ are functions, then so are φ± ψ and φ ∗ ψ.
4. V(x) ≡ x−1 is a function.
5. Composition of functions gives a function.
6. Functions of the same variables commute.
Thus all arguments of a function commute.
It is to be noted that polynomials are still, according to the new definition,
functions.
It will be noticed that a function whose arguments commute with all symbols
will have a function value that is invariant under relabelings. Such a function
will be called a “constant”. It is also the case that if the symbol u which defines
the relabeling commutes with an argument qα then it will not change and the
function will be constant in qα. If it is arranged that only one argument varies
and yet the function value does not change, then the function is constant with
respect to that variable. In fact, the function will not depend upon that variable,
and so u will commute with all of the arguments that the function does depend
upon, and then the function value won’t change under this relabeling.
5.3 Differentiation
In this section a generalization of the usual notion of differentiation will be
given. The notion of differentiation given here will not depend upon the notion
of a limit, but will still give the usual result for the differentiation of sums
and products of functions, and will therefor agree with the results of the usual
differentiation on analytic functions. It will also turn out that, for the new
notion of differentiation, every function is differentiable.
Consider the function φ(qα). Then [qα, qβ]≡ qα∗qβ-qβ∗qα ≡ 0. If qβ doesn’t
commute with everything, then another symbol pβ may be found such that
[qα,pβ ] =
{
0 if α 6= β
1 if α=β
Suppose Q=φ(qσ). Define ∂αφ(qσ)= Q∗pα-pα∗Q.
This is the “partial derivative of φ with respect to qα”. Note that if φ is
constant with respect to qα then ∂αφ=0. Other properties of differentiation will
now be given:
1. All p′α satisfying [qα,p
′
α]=1 give the same value for ∂αφ.
2. ∂αφ is also a function.
3. ∂α(φ+ψ)= ∂αφ+∂αψ and ∂α(φψ)=(∂αφ)∗ψ+φ∗(∂αψ).




5. ∂α[∂βφ(Qγ)]≡ ∂αβφ(Qγ) is such that ∂αβ=∂βα. In other words, the order
of partial differentiation doesn’t matter.
Item number 3 indicates that ∂ is a ”derivation”, and so differentiation, in
the generalized sense, treats sums and products of functions in the same way as
ordinary differentiation does.
5.4 Integration
Differentiation begins with one function and returns another. It may be asked
whether or not this process is invertible, so that a converse process of determin-
ing a function whose derivative is a given function can be performed. It will be
shown that this problem can be solved in general and, with the condition that
only constants have derivatives equal to zero, for a function which is unique up
to a constant. Then some results about integration will be shown and some
particular integrations, and functions arrived at through integration, will be
defined. These results will be useful in the further development of the theory.
Suppose Ψ is a function of the variable s and other variables qα. Suppose
also that a function Φ is such that ∂sΦ(s,qα) = Ψ(s,qα).
Then, for p defined as above,
∂sΦ(s,qα)=Φ(s,qα)∗p-p∗Φ(s,qα)=Ψ(s,qα) (5.1)
where s∗p-p∗s=1 and qα∗p-p∗qα=0 for each qα, (5.2)
while s∗qα-qα∗s = qα∗qβ-qβ∗qα=0 also holds. (5.3)
It can be seen that, for a symbol p defined to satisfy the conditions (5.2), and
given Ψ(s,qα), the symbol Φ(s,qα) may be defined to satisfy (5.1). This may
be done because all that is under consideration here is a symbolic method that
needs to be consistent with algebra, but is not such that each symbol needs to
have an algebraic derivation. There is thus always at least one such symbol Φ,
so all functions Ψ have “antiderivatives”.
Given such a Φ, consider now the function Φ+c, where c is a constant with
respect to s. Then ∂s(Φ+c)=∂sΦ=Ψ. Thus antiderivatives can, at best, be
defined up to a constant in this way. This is as close as antiderivatives can be
to being unique. It will thus now be assumed that only constants have zero
derivatives.
Under these conditions, if both Φ1 and Φ2 are such that ∂sΦ1=∂sΦ2=Ψ then
∂s(Φ1-Φ2)=0, so that Φ1=Φ2+c, for some constant c. Then Φ2(b,qα)-Φ2(a,qα)
= Φ1(b,qα)-Φ1(a,qα) for such Φ1 and Φ2 and particular a and b. It is then
possible to uniquely define∫ b
a





Ψ(τ ,qα)dτ as a well-defined function of a, b, and
qα, and also gives a relationship formally identical to the usual Fundamental
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“definite integral” of Ψ from a to b. With this general definition it is easy to




Ψ(s,qα)ds = ∂x[Φ(x,qα)-Φ(a,qα)] = ∂xΦ(x,qα) = Ψ(x,qα).







when u(a)=α and u(b)=β. Thus the Chain Rule leads, as usual, to the










φdτ . Thus integrals may be considered, as usual, to










(α ∗ φ+β ∗ ψ)dτ = α ∗ ∫ b
a
φdτ + β ∗ ∫ b
a
ψdτ for constant α and β.






∂x(φ ∗ ψ)dx -∫ b
a
(∂xφ)∗ψdx = φ∗ψ|ba -
∫ b
a
(∂xφ)∗ψdx. This is the usual rule for integration
by parts.
The differentiation of polynomials follows the usual rules, so it follows that
integration of polynomials will also follow the usual rules. It can thus be seen
that the theory of integration given here gives a non-trivial extension of the
usual theory.
The tools just developed will now be applied to yield generalized versions of
the logarithm and exponential functions.
As every function is integrable, the integral
∫ b
a
τ−1dτ may be considered
without regard to the behavior, finite or otherwise, of the integrand.
Define now ln(x)≡ ∫ x
a
















−1dτ = ln(x) + ln(y) -
∫ a
1 τ
−1dτ . Now if a = 1 is chosen, then
ln(x∗y) = ln(x) + ln(y). (5.5)
This choice is made, so that, in general:
ln(x) ≡ ∫ x
1
τ−1dτ . (5.6)
Now ∂x ln(x)|x=y = 1y , so that ln(w) = ln(v) implies that w = v, and so ln
is a one-to-one function and may be inverted. Let g be the inverse of ln. Then,
according to (5.5), g must satisfy
g(x+y) = g(x)∗g(y) with g(0)=1. (5.7)
Now, for rational p, it follows that ln(xp) = p∗ ln(x), so then
xp = g(ln(xp)) = g(p∗ ln(x)). (5.8)
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This provides a general definition of xp regardless of whether or not p is
rational. In fact, g defines irrational symbols, so that g definitely extends the
known range of the symbolic system. Such irrationals correspond to infinite
sequences of integers in their decimal expansions, so that the inclusion of irra-
tionals in the symbolic system requires the admittance of the results of limits
and, in particular, requires the inclusion of infinite symbols and of reals. If the
symbol “e” is defined by the requirement that it be such that ln(e) = 1, then
ex=g(x∗ ln(e)) = g(x). Thus g clearly generalizes the exponential function.
5.5 The Relationship to the Usual Calculus
An abstract theory of functions, differentiation, and integration has been given
which relies on the constructibility of symbols with tailor-made commutation
properties but does not rely on the use of limits nor assume that the quanti-
ties involved are finite. Moreover, differentiation obeys the usual rules when
operating upon sums and products of functions and so the generalized theory is
an extension of the usual Calculus. In fact, as a basis for comparison between
the usual and the generalized Calculus, it may be helpful to think of imple-
menting the given rules for the generalized theory in a symbolic math program.
The computations performed would then be identical to those performed in a
version of the program based upon the usual Calculus whenever exact results
are required and recourse to numerical methods for approximating limits is not
allowed.
Conversely, if it is assumed that all quantities involved in computation are
finite, then the generalized functions, differentiation, and integration given here
reduce to those of the usual Calculus. It is thus possible to apply the formal
methods of the Calculus in a domain where the finiteness of quantities is not
presumed and to also, then, investigate explicitly where and how the finiteness





6.1 Functional Equations and Their Consequences
With the development of the Calculus it is now possible to derive some further
results on the algebraic nature of the general symbolic system. This will be done
by solving, by the methods of the calculus just developed, certain functional
equations which are constructed based on the relationship between the formal
system and an embedded lattice of meaningful symbols that results from it upon
interpretation. These considerations will indicate that ∗ may, in fact, be taken
as the extension of ∧ to the general symbolic system, and that complex numbers
must necessarily be included in the general symbolic system.
Consider the meaningful symbols a, b, and c. In considering meaningful
symbols, it follows that there is a function φ which maps these symbols into
corresponding symbols in the symbolic system. Thus let φ(a) = x, φ(b) = y,
and φ(c) = z. Now φ must be such that, for some function F,
φ(a∧b) = F[φ(a), φ(b)] = F[x, y] (6.1)
The associative property of ∧ then immediately results in
F[x, F[y, z]] = F[F[x, y], z] (6.2)
This will be referred to as the ASSOCIATIVITY EQUATION.
The Associativity equation is a functional equation for F, and the solution
of functional equations is, in general, a difficult problem1 the solution of which
generally requires special additional assumptions about the function to be de-
termined. In the general symbolic system, however, this equation can be solved
in all generality without restrictive assumptions about F2. The solution process
1 See [31] and [32].
2In this connection also consult [47].
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is intricate, however, and the details are left to the appendix. The solution is
here simply given as
F[x, y] = Φ−1[α ∗ Φ(x)∗Φ(y)] (6.3)
where α is a fixed constant and the form of Φ is specified in the the appendix.
The form of the equation (6.3) indicates that the operation ∗ may definitely
be taken to correspond to the operation ∧. This is significant because the
operation ∗ was merely motivated by the operation ∧ without there being a
definite connection between them assumed.
Further results about the symbolic system may be derived by considering
the relationship between interpretation and operations between meaningful sym-
bols. Consider, in particular, a Boolean Lattice of meaningful symbols, where
a complement a′ is given for every meaningful symbol a. Recall that (a′)′ = a.
Now, for some function f, it must be that
φ(a′) = f(φ(a)). (6.4)
From this it follows that f satisfies
f(f(x)) = x. (6.5)
This is another functional equation; it shall be referred to as the CATEGORIC-
ITY EQUATION.
As was the case with the Associativity equation, the solution of the Cat-
egoricity equation may be found in the appendix. The solution is given, in
general, by
f(x) = [ cr - xr ]
1
r (6.6)
where c and r are arbitrary fixed constants.
So far, the consideration of finite constructions within the symbolic sys-
tem has resulted in rationals and polynomials. The discussion of the Calculus
has even extended the symbolic system to irrational numbers and reals. The
equation (6.6) must, however, be solvable for any and all constants c, r. This
necessarily results in the admission of further kinds of symbols. Consider, in
particular, r = 2, with c and x rationals such that x2 > c2 + 1. Then, in order
that f(x) may be solved for, it is necessary that (-1)
1
2 be a symbol in the gen-
eral symbolic system. Thus the general symbolic system must include complex
numbers. This is quite an ironic result in the sense that the interpretability of
a Boolean Lattice has resulted in the necessity of the symbolic system being
complex, at least, whereas such complex quantities only entered physical theory
with the advent of Quantum theory and are taken to reflect a non-Boolean logic.
The considerations of this section have shown a definite connection between
the algebraic operations and algebraic types of the symbols of the general sym-
bolic system on the one hand, and the corresponding operations in an embedded
lattice of meaningful symbols on the other. With these results it is possible to
proceed, in the next section, to a complete algebraic specification of the general
symbolic system.
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6.2 Frobenius’s Theorem and the Completion of
the System
The specification of the general symbolic system is almost complete. It only re-
mains to consider some consequences of the way in which finitely many symbols
may be combined and encoded. This will have consequences for the algebraic
form of the system.
Consider the symbols that may be finitely generated by the algebraic oper-
ations and finitely many variables and complex numbers. The result will be a
polynomial p of finite order, over the complex numbers, and in the given vari-
ables. Suppose attention is restricted to only the consideration of finite symbols.
In this context it is a standard result that any such given finite order polyno-
mial corresponds to a definite list of its distinct zeros, and conversely that a
polynomial may be constructed which has precisely a given list of zeroes. Thus
a correspondence may be given between finite selections of meaningful symbols
and polynomials which represent them. It must certainly be possible to con-
struct a restricted form of the formal system which is comprised only of symbols
which are generated in this way. The general symbolic system must then be an
extension of this system.
The restricted finite form of the symbolic system would therefor have to be
algebraic over the reals at least, and the general system must be an extension
of this restricted system. In order that uniform rules as to the algebraic form
of the symbols in the general symbolic system may be adopted, it is necessary
that the general system have the same algebraic form as the finite restricted
system. The general form of division rings of finite symbols algebraic over the
reals has already been established in a theorem of Frobenius 3. This theorem
indicates that such a division ring must be isomorphic to one of the real field,
the complex numbers, or the real quaternions.
In addition to the information given by Frobenius’s Theorem, it may also
be concluded that neither the form of the reals nor complex numbers may be
adopted for the general symbolic system because these are commutative fields,
and the formal system must include non-commuting variables. The unequivocal
conclusion is therefor that in the general symbolic system the symbols must have
the algebraic form of the real quaternions, and in fact be real quaternions in the
case that they are to be finitely generated. This simple algebraic result will later
be shown to be of importance in accounting for the four-dimensionality of space-
time in the derivation of the general relativistic formalism. This requirement
will also distinguish the quantum theoretical derivation to follow in that while
the usual theory operates over the complex field, there is no clear justification
for or understanding of the significance of this particular choice, whereas such
understanding is supplied here.
To sum up, it has been found that every symbol ω in the general symbolic
3 See pp. 327-329 of reference [33].
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system will have the form
ω = ω0 + ω1∗i +ω2∗j +ω3∗k, where (6.7)
i2=j2=k2= -1, i∗j=-j∗i=k, j∗k=-k∗j=i, and k∗i=-i∗k=j. (6.8)
In general the ωk will commute with one another, will satisfy the rules of a
division ring, and will comprise the components of such four-tuples, but they
will not generally be real numbers, for the finiteness of the ωk is not presumed
for the general symbolic system. It may also be observed that such ω will not be
generally suitable as arguments for functions, as defined here, for only restricted
classes of such symbols will commute with one another.
One final note. Given the expression (6.7) for ω it is possible to define the
CONJUGATE of ω, denoted by ω¯, as
ω¯ = ω0 - ω1∗i -ω2∗j -ω3∗k. (6.9)
The introduction of the conjugate also allows the INNER PRODUCT, between
two symbols a and b, to be defined by
(a, b) = a∗b¯. (6.10)




6.3 Conclusions on the Algebraic System
The time has finally come to take stock of the net effect of all these abstract
considerations about the general symbolic system. The following conclusions
have been reached:
1. The general symbolic system is a division ring with the algebraic form of
the real quaternions.
2. The formal system has a partial order defined on part of it.
3. Symbols have conjugates and norms, and an inner product is defined.
4. Symbols are not necessarily finite, and infinite symbols must be included
in the general symbolic system.
5. A generalized version of the Calculus has been defined on the symbolic
system without reference to finite quantities.
6. The generalized Calculus gives an extension of the usual limit-defined
notions, so that all functions are both differentiable and integrable.
With these observations it will now be possible to proceed to the derivation of






The considerations of the previous chapters have been preliminary to this chap-
ter, for to substantiate a claim that physical theory can be derived in a purely
formal manner, without recourse to experiment, it is necessary to first develop
a formal system on its own terms. Having done so, the task of constructing
physical theory will be taken up in the following manner.
It has already been argued that the very nature of experimentation is such
that it must be possible to state its results and carry out its predictions in terms
of finitely many finite symbols. It is therefor of particular interest to investigate,
as a preliminary special case, the restriction of the general symbolic system that
results if it is first assumed that the variables in the symbolic system are all finite.
It will then be argued that the associated finite relations comprising physical
laws will be expressible in a particular canonical form. The analysis of this form
may be broken into two cases.
First it will be shown what form of predictive theory results if it is assumed
that the finite relations are to be determinate. This will yield a novel derivation
and justification for General Relativity Theory1 which is inevitable, on these
assumptions, and which is free from experimental or merely plausible theoretical
justification. It will also follow that Relativity is the unique form of finite
deterministic theory. From Einstein’s Field Equation, serving as the basis of
General Relativity Theory, the dependent notion of Turing Computability will
also arise.
Finite laws that are statistical are discussed next. In order that these laws
1 There are many presentations of Relativity. For an intuitive motivation and overview,
see [34]. For a more rigorous introduction in the geometric style, see [35]. For an exposition
given in the language of forms, see [36]. A non-geometrical route is taken in [37]. Finally, a
concise mathematical presentation may be found in [38].
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give information that is independent of Einstein’s theory, it is necessary that
the quantities they provide for prediction must not, at the very least, be deter-
minable by Turing Machines. This will lead to a unique set of requirements for
statistical predictions, and consequently to a propensity theory of probability
which is similar, in its foundations, to Von Mises’s Frequency Theory of Prob-
ability 2. This theory will apply to the cases of both continuous and discrete
representation of data, and so is perfectly general.
Combining these interpretive aspects of finite statistical theory with the
previously determined form of finite relations will yield Quantum Theory as the
unique embodiment of finite statistical theory3. The strength of this approach
is shown in that it dismisses the controversies that have arisen in deciding the
proper way to interpret the quantum formalism.
Such discussion completely analyzes finitary theory but it is found, in fact,
that these two canonical finite physical theories apparently result in a mathe-
matical dichotomy. This difficulty may be understood to stem from one of two
sources and lead to correspondingly definite means of resolution. One solution is
to maintain the restriction to finite mathematical theories and resign one’s self to
forever deferring to experiment. Alternately, the assumption of finiteness could
be dropped, and this, it will be argued, results in a unique non-finitary formal-
ism. Interestingly enough, these two solutions, while embodying the contending
philosophical approaches of pragmatic empiricism and of idealistic metaphysics,
are, in a definite sense, not at all distinct.
7.2 The Form of Finite Relations
Now that the abstract algebraic properties of the general symbolic system have
been specified it is possible to arrive at some concrete conclusions about the
kinds of descriptions this system can provide. Starting from the formal assump-
tion that all descriptive symbols are finite it will be found, to begin with, that
such finite relations must be expressible in a particular canonical form. The
necessity of this form will have implications for the construction of physical
theory.
Consider any function in the general symbolic system. Such a function, and
indeed any term in any equation, will, in general, have a value and arguments
of the form of quaternions. Thus any equations can be expressed as a system of
four functions set equal to zero, each function having values of the form of either
real or complex numbers. For each such function, the corresponding arguments
must be commuting symbols.
In the general case the constructibility of symbols which didn’t commute
with given arguments was of central importance in the derivation of the gen-
eralized Calculus. In the finite case, however, it has been observed that the
operations of the usual Calculus, with their associated limit dependence, may
2 See references [39] and [40].
3 For an axiomatic presentation of the quantum formalism see [41]. Note especially the
comment on pg. 75 in regard to the finiteness of experimental data.
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be substituted and do not require that the arguments not commute with certain
symbols. For this reason it is possible to take the arguments of all functions to
be complex when it is assumed that all symbols are finite.
It should be pointed out that expressions in the finite case therefor, while yet
in correspondence with expressions in terms of real quaternions, do not directly
express the non-commutative nature of the division ring of the general symbolic
system. With this understanding any finite relations will, in fact, be expressed
in terms of complex-valued functions of complex arguments.
Consider any finite collection of distinct symbols each of which has been
put into correspondence with, and therefor represented by, a distinct complex
number qα. It is a standard result of complex variable theory that it is then
possible to construct an analytic function φ(z) which has zeroes at precisely
the points z=qα. Now the condition φ(z)=0 is equivalent to the condition
|φ(z)|=0, so that given a known collection of data represented by the complex
numbers qα, the same collection is represented by a certain analytic function
φ(z) and is recovered by solving the equation |φ(z)|=0. In this way it is seen
that the analytic function φ(z) associates the zeroes qα and thus expresses a
relation between them. It is thus the case that any quantity depending on the
collection of data qα will, in fact, be a function of |φ(z)|. The general conclusion
is reached that all statements and quantities upon which finite physical theory
may be based are to be found in this form.
The considerations above were made under the assumption that the data
qα were already given and then φ(z) was to be constructed to represent them.
However, the converse procedure is completely justified, so that, starting with
an analytic function selected according to some criterion, |φ(z)| will have to be
the quantity upon which prediction depends and it will, in general, automat-
ically engender an associated collection of data. It may be noted in passing
that the consideration of analytic functions generally might also be used to ex-
tend the theory to the case of countably many data, as analytic functions with
that many zeroes may be constructed. In the same way as above, the formal
criteria which select φ(z) also correspond to certain “phenomena” so that the
usual intuitive process of looking for quantities to represent what is observed
may be reversed. This observation helps in understanding how a completely
formal theory might reproduce the physical theories which have been motivated
by experiments and observation in the past, although the difficulty remains of
identifying such constructive and yet abstract criteria which φ(z) is to satisfy.
It has been found that all finite predictive quantities must be expressible in
a particular canonical form, and that this form also indicates a way to formally
bypass experiment. The next section will move beyond these abstractions to
explore an application of this idea and to indicate a particular success of this
approach.
7.3 Determinism and Relativity
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7.3.1 Introduction
In the sections to follow it will first be demonstrated that a particular form
of |φ(z)|, called the interval, must be derivable which gives invertible relations
between pairs of symbols. Next it will be shown how the interval may be put
into a canonical form at a point by a change of coordinates, and that this form
has implications for the corresponding physical theory. In particular, relations
between events may be expressed in terms of the relationship between locally
preferred coordinate systems, each of which give the interval the canonical form
at a particular point, associated with each event. The sequence of events de-
termined by the theory will then be defined by the allowable evolution of the
preferred coordinate systems associated with these events. In order to determine
this evolution it is next shown how the evolution of the preferred coordinate sys-
tem may be expressed, via the geodesic equation, in any system of coordinates.
Examination of these equations will indicate the quantities in the geodesic equa-
tion which will govern the evolution of the preferred coordinate system, and then
it will be shown that there is a unique way that the behavior of the preferred
coordinate systems may be determined in a manner independent of the coordi-
nate system in which the definition is expressed. This will yield Einstein’s Field
Equations. Finally, it will be shown that Einstein’s equations are, as they must
be, equivalent to the formal requirement of the general symbolic system which
started these considerations.
7.3.2 Derivation of the Interval
In this section it will be demonstrated that a particular form of |φ(z)| must
be derivable which gives invertible relations between pairs of symbols. This
will give a novel derivation and interpretation of General Relativity Theory
without any further assumptions or recourse to experiment. This derivation will
thus explain all relativistic phenomena and concepts, such as gravitation, the
behavior of light signals and space-time, and the unification of the concepts of
mass, momentum, and energy, as the natural implications of a formal necessity
found in the general symbolic system.
In this section it will, in fact, be demonstrated that the necessity of allowing
one-to-one relabeling in the general symbolic system requires that a particular
form of finite relation, determined by |φ(z)|, must be derivable which gives
invertible relations between pairs of symbols.
Recall the formal process of relabeling in the general symbolic system. In
order to investigate a special restricted case ,require, in addition, that this pro-
cedure be one-to-one: Then x 7→f(x) is such that a = b exactly when f(a) = f(b).
Thus such one-to-one relabeling maintains the distinctness of symbols: They
may be said to be “separated”, so that if a 6=b then f(a)6=f(b). This is a definite
symmetric relationship between symbols which is maintained under invertible
relabeling. As such manipulations are an inherent part of the general symbolic
system, this precise relationship must find its expression for finite relations as
well.
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Suppose φ(z)=m∗eıθ, where m≥0, is to express this relationship for pairs of
symbols a and b. Definite values for a and b must then give definite values for
φ(z). However, m=|φ(z)|, upon which expression of this relationship depends,
does not generally identify a unique function φ(z): θ is as yet undetermined.
Such a specification requires a conventional value of θ be chosen, and the most
convenient is θ=0. Then |φ(z)|=φ(z)= m ≥0. In other words, the realization
of the relationship maintained by invertible relabeling requires, for its finite ex-
pression, utilizing an analytic φ-function which is real-valued and non-negative.
The labels a and b referred to above are representatives of the general sym-
bolic system and, as such, are given by real quaternions in the finite case.
Each label can, therefor, be represented by 4-tuples of real numbers: xµ, where





1 . Then, with
some abuse of notation, δ(xµ1 ,dx
µ)≡ δ(xµ1 ,xµ2 ) may be defined. δ, being analytic,














Note here that Einstein’s convention, where repeated indices are summed
over, is utilized in (7.1). Also note that all g-functions are symmetric in their
















Thus g is locally constant, and this result may be continued so that g=0
may be stipulated globally. This amounts to choosing δ(xµ, xµ)=0 rather than
some other fixed number. Consider now δ(xµ1 , -dx
µ). As δ ≥0, it follows that






It may be recalled that δ was to fulfill the exact requirement of expressing
the separateness of symbols and nothing more. Thus, because the second order
term in (7.4) already suffices to make this distinction in general, the higher order






Because δ ≥0 and is real, it follows that δ may be rewritten as δ=ds2, where
ds≥0 is real-valued. The value ds corresponding to the labels xµ1 and xµ2 is called






This equation now defines, for given points xµ1 and x
µ
2 , the interval ds once
the functions gαβ may be stipulated. It must be remembered that conditions
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specifying the gαβ are required before this definition is complete. It should also
be noted that, if ds2 is to express only the separateness of symbols, then the gαβ
must be determined by a self-consistent equation with no other data required.
Otherwise, the gαβ will reflect both the separateness of symbols and something
else.
7.3.3 Changes of Coordinates and the Canonical Form
Now, in this section, it will be shown how the interval just derived may be,
and must be able to be, put into a canonical form at each point by a change
of coordinates. The preferred coordinate system which is thus associated with
each point then serves as a definite means of speaking of a relationship between
points: The canonical form at a point will identify a locally preferred coordi-
nate system, so that events may be characterized in a definite way and it thus
becomes possible to speak of definite relations between them. This will lead, in
short order, to a logical derivation of the usual relativistic space-time picture of
physical reality.
The coordinates xµ of labels, being subject to relabeling, cannot have a direct
significance. It is possible, however, to indicate at this point how relabeling is
effected and how this affects the terms of (7.6).
Suppose xµ=xµ(x¯α) gives a relabeling, or change of coordinates. It is only
required that this substitution leave ds2 invariant in (7.6). Thus the change of











Now because ds2 is a real quadratic form it is, according to a standard
theorem4, always possible, at any point xµ, to change coordinates continuously
so as to obtain the canonical form
ds2=ηαβdξ
αdξβ=ηαα(dξ
α)2 where |ηαβ |=δαβ . (7.9)
It is clear that a uniform definition of ds cannot be arrived at unless the
signs of ηαα are determined in the same way for all points x
µ. Now each xµ
is to correspond to some event which an individual perceives at a particular
instant, so that one of the variables xµ must be specially identified, by a sign
for ηαα distinct from that of the others, to serve as an indicator of the instant
in question. The arbitrary choice that x0 be identified by η00= 1, and thus also
that ηmm= -1 for m=1, 2, and 3, is made.
Once the canonical form of ds2 has been decided upon, the changes of coor-
dinates that may lead to it at a particular point take on a definite significance.
It is then possible to speak of definite relationships between different points
4 See pg. 207 of [42].
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based on the relationship between the preferred coordinate systems associated
with these points.
This has the consequence, first of all, that the labels xµ will now be formally
identical to the usual space-time which comprises a pseudo-Riemannian mani-
fold. In such a scheme there is an associated notion that the relation between
events which ds specifies is given by a sort of signaling. In the standard empir-
ical justification of Relativity, this signaling is taken to be a property of light.
Here, no such recourse to experiment is implied, but it is instead asserted that
the formal properties of the symbolic system itself require that such a relation
between events obtain, and that, if it is desired that this relation be interpreted
in in terms of signaling, there be “something” which travels between events and
acts as such a signal. This something, being always associated with the events
which it acts as a signal for, can be thought of as being made up of whatever
causes the perception of these events. It follows that if the identification of
events is ultimately made visually, for example, then the signal between events
must be realized by light.
The necessity of a uniform definition of ds also has the consequence that
instants fall, from a finitely justifiable point of view, into a linear order as
does the real-valued variable x0, and thus introduces the qualitative temporal
notions of “earlier” and “later” to the instants. It is to be noticed that in this
construction of the notion of time, the linear and continuous aspects of time
are not assumed, based on experience, but are instead derived from the formal
nature of the symbolic system as a whole.
It must also be stressed that the three remaining non-temporal labels xm are
not presumed in order that the usual notion of space may find a place within
the formalism. Instead, this three-dimensional aspect of finite description rather
justifies the notion of space, for the relations found in “spatial perceptions” are
never argued for on the basis of infinitely many examples. Because the notion
of space may be derived simply from the assumption of a finite check of its
relations, and always includes this assumption, it would be superfluous to assert
any further source of the formal nature of spatial perceptions. Both space and
time may thus be seen to be moulds into which experiences are poured when
construed finitely.
Once the functions gαβ are determined the differential relation (7.6) for ds
2
may, in most cases, be integrated along a path for which ds≥0. Paths which give
the least value may then uniquely define the interval between distant events. It
will then be possible, by a chain of intermediate transformations, to relate such
events by changes of variables.
This process will not, however, necessarily relate all pairs of points xµ. It
may happen that the extension of a path along which ds≥0 is blocked by the
unsolvability of this condition. This will be the case where attempting to cross
regions in which ds≥0 cannot be satisfied or in which ds simply vanishes. Such
pairs of events will then not be finitely related in this direct way, and Relativity
is, in this sense, a “local” theory. Such events cannot “communicate” by (light)
signaling, but the pairs of points xµ will still be formal parts of the descriptive
apparatus of the theory and serve to mathematically complete the manifold. A
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new notion, that of relatively isolated parts of “reality”, even parts which are
never experienced, is thus introduced.
Another interesting remark may be made at this point. The functions speci-
fying changes of coordinates have thus far been interpreted “passively” as giving
a mere renaming of the same events. It is unavoidable, however, that these func-
tions will also relate pairs of events identified by the arguments and the values
of these transformations. Because these events may both fall within a par-
ticular individual’s experiences, the change of coordinates may be interpreted
“actively” as referring to transitions between that individual’s experiences. The
change of coordinates may thus show, at a particular instant, how that indi-
vidual’s experiences are related, or, if the transformation is between distinct
instants for the individual, how “earlier” events are related to “later” ones.
If these events are considered to be experienced by distinct individuals, then
the change of coordinates specifies a “change of reference frame.” Once the inter-
val is determined for all events, it follows that it will inter-relate the experiences
of all distinct observers. The equal admissibility of all continuous changes of
variables then gives all observers, which may be related in this way by changes
in reference frame, an equal observational status.
7.3.4 The Geodesic Equation
The canonical form discussed in the last section identifies a locally preferred
coordinate system that is associated with each point in space-time. With these
coordinate systems characterizing each point it now has become possible, in
principle at least, to speak in some definite way about the relationship between
events. Progress on this count will be made in this section, where the form of the
equations describing the evolution of the locally preferred coordinate systems
will be determined. It will then be apparent which quantities in these equations
must be determinative in any law for this evolution.
It has been found that the finite-relatedness, generated by invertible rela-
beling, of pairs of events may be expressed in terms of the real quadratic form
ds2, and that ds2 depends, in turn, on the functions gαβ. The first step in the
determination of the gαβ will now be undertaken.






















For any parameter ω and new coordinate system ξα=ξα(xµ) the equation















(7.13) are usually known as the “geodesic equations”, while the Γλµν are
known as the “Christoffel” symbols of the first kind. These equations indicate
the form taken by the conditions (7.12) in any coordinate system. Note that any
differences between points xµ must be determined by Γλµν at the points, but that
it is always possible to choose a coordinate system so that Γλµν vanishes at a given
point. Thus the Γλµν determine the relationship between points under relabeling,
but not in a manner independent of the associated change in coordinates.
7.3.5 The Metric Field Equation
It will now be shown how the metric field gαβ must be determined in a manner
independent of the coordinates. With the determination of gαβ the interval will
also be defined.
Because both gαβ and Γ
λ
µν determine ds, it must be the case that they are
related to each other. In fact, it may be shown that they satisfy the relations
∂gµν
∂xλ
= Γρλµgρν + Γ
ρ
















where gνσgρν = δ
σ
ρ is the delta function. (7.17)
Note that gνσ may be defined because the coordinate transformations con-
sidered are invertible. Because all Γρλν may be made to vanish at a point, it
follows from (7.15) that the same may be done for all
∂g
µν
∂xλ . Then the equations
(7.15) and (7.16) give no further information. A non-vanishing relationship may,
however, be derived. This relationship will be expressed in a coordinate system
in which Γσλµ vanishes, and may be derived by differentiating (7.16) with respect


















It should be noted that this relationship is linear in the second derivatives
of gµν with coefficients depending upon gµν . Such a differential equation is
amenable to integration by parts, so that an equivalent condition may be derived
from a variational principle. This will have the advantage of guaranteeing that
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the equation thus derived will determine gµν in a way that is independent of the
coordinate system chosen. It is, in fact, necessary that such an equation may
be found if invertible relabeling is to be realized in the finite system.




√−g d4x, where δI = 0. (7.19)
Here g is the Jacobian of the transformation from the locally canonical co-
ordinate system, which is given by the determinant of gαβ, and R is a scalar
function of gαβ and its first and second derivatives.
Now equation (7.18) is a relation in symbols with four indices, so it will be
advantageous to think of R as
R = gµνRµν = g
µνRλµλν . (7.20)
If R is to be a scalar, then Rλµων must be a tensor, and if δI = 0 is to
yield a relation of the form of equation(7.18), then this tensor must be linear in
the second derivatives of gαβ . Adventitiously, it’s the case that there is, up to
constant multiples, exactly one tensor with these properties5. It is the Riemann-
Christoffel Curvature Tensor. Then R must be the Riemann Curvature Scalar.




gµνR = 0. (7.21)
This is Einstein’s Field Equation (in free space). It is, according to the previ-
ous analysis, the unique equation defining a self-determined gαβ field which may
merely express a finite local relation within the general symbolic system, this
relation being determined solely by the requirement that relabeling be carried
out in a one-to-one fashion.
7.3.6 The Significance of the Field Equation
The equation (7.21) must be satisfied by the metric in order to result in a
self-consistent finite theory which embodies simply the notion of relabeling. It
should be possible, according to the reversible way in which the theory has been
constructed, to make the equation (7.21) the sole basis of the entire theory. This
is, as will be indicated, in fact possible. This approach may also be extended to
provide the basis of all theories which are merely consistent with relabeling.
The theory presented so far relating to the interpretation of equation (7.21)
is somewhat unsatisfactory in that a manifold on which (7.21) may be solved
anywhere does not in any way indicate any finite number of points which may be
distinguished from the others. There has to be some way in which a particular
finite collection of points may be singled out so that equation (7.21) describes
their behavior. The very construction of these equations indicates that such a
5Proof of this assertion may be found on pp. 131-134 of [37].
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distinction must be provided by a topological invariant. The curvature, in itself,
is not eligible to make such a finitely defined distinction, so the only possibility
is that points may be distinguished by there being singularities in the metric.
This representation of the interaction of a finite number of distinguished
points was achieved by Einstein and Infeld 6. Their conclusions were that the
equations (7.21) were, in themselves, sufficient to completely determine the
behavior of the singularities representing distinguished points. Moreover, it was
found that the condition that the singularities of the metric field be restricted
to the distinguished points resulted in these points moving according to the
geodesic equation. Thus the Field Equation implies, in this sense, the geodesic
equation and consequently that the intervals between points be invariant under
one-to-one relabeling.
The preceding analysis also indicates how to determine all finite relations
which are consistent with relabeling, for such relations must be determined by
solutions of an extension of equation (7.21). Extensions of equation (7.21) will




gµνR = kTµν . (7.22)
An identity of Bianchi7 then indicates, as a consequence of (7.22), that
Tµν:ν =0 , where“:” indicates covariant differentiation. (7.23)
This is a conservation equation, and Tµν will give what will be interpreted as
an Energy-Momentum Tensor. In fact this interpretation of Tµν can be justified
fully. The phenomena characterized by (7.22) will, because of the maintenance
of separation which the construction of (7.22) uniquely reflects, be localizable,





Now a general second order tensor may be expressed as a sum of terms which
are the product of a scalar and two vectors. Thus, for a given scalar field ρ,
Tµν = ρvµvν (7.25)
gives the most general expression for a source contribution for (7.22).
Applying (7.23) to this source results in
vµ(ρvν):ν + ρv
ν(vµ):ν =0. (7.26)







µvν = 1 implies that 0 = (gµνv
µvν):σ=2gµνv
µvν:σ, and this yields
vνv
ν
:σ = 0. (7.28)
6 See reference [43].
7 For this and other mathematical details in this section, see [38].
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With this the last term of (7.27) drops out, leaving
(ρvν):ν=0. (7.29)
This is the equation of conservation of Energy-Momentum, so that imposing
the field equation has the automatic consequence of requiring the conservation
of energy-momentum.
Returning attention to (7.26), it is seen that the first term vanishes, so that,
for ρ 6=0, this leaves
vνvµ:ν=0. (7.30)
Consider the geodesic equation when vµ=vµ(xα(s)), so that multiple paths
may be explored. It may be confirmed that in this case the geodesic equation is
given by (7.30). Thus imposing the field equation also requires that phenomena
follow the geodesic equation.
Thus, in both the free space case, given by (7.21), and in the presence of
“matter”, as is the case for (7.22), the Field Equation is, in itself, a complete
basis for the entire Relativity Theory. This is of particular importance in that
it finally justifies, in a restricted case, the faith that a purely formal symbolic
theory of experience would not necessarily degenerate to mere tautologies, but
rather could lead to a constructive theory which accounts for some of the struc-
ture in the diversity of experience. Relativity does, after all, describe gravitation
and therefor leads to an agglomeration and organization of the various labels
which correspond to “matter”. This leads to the conclusion that, for a given
finite level of description which is inter-related in a one-to-one manner, the gen-
eral symbolic system has thus far succeeded in formally generating structure
and the corresponding metalabeling.
7.4 On Turing Computability
Einstein’s Field Equation leads, as demonstrated in the last section, to the sat-
isfaction of the geodesic equation for the description of traceable phenomena in
space-time. An important limiting case for the solution of the geodesic equa-
tion is that of arbitrarily slow processes. In such cases the geodesic equation





2 ), m for m = 1,2,3. (7.31)
Here “,” indicates partial differentiation with respect to the variable with the
indicated index. The form of these equations indicates that the particle motions
described are those of motion according to Newton’s laws in a conservative
potential. Such potentials may describe, among other things, elastic collisions.
Thus the notion of a system of particles that interact by elastic collisions has a
strictly theoretical derivation.
8 See, again, reference [38].
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From this intuitively appealing special case of phenomena that may be gen-
erated from Einstein’s Field Equation, important conclusions follow. In fact,
such elastic collisions define the ideal behavior of billiard balls, and, as a purely
conceptual matter, it has been demonstrated 9 that such a “physical system”
may perform all of the computational steps necessary in order to realize a Turing
Machine. Thus Relativity, as a special case, contains all of Recursive Function
Theory. If Church’s Thesis, that all computations may be carried out on a Tur-
ing Machine, is accepted then this demonstrates that that Relativity entails, in
fact, all conceivable symbolic computations. Moreover, as all Turing Machines
may be encoded as integers10, it would follow that any symbolic computation
would be specified by a particular integer, and the effects of Relativity, in re-
stricted special cases, could be given by this same number.
It should also be observed that both Set and Class Theory are given in the
context of a formal logic. Thus all derivations of statements in Set and Class
Theory follow steps that may be directed by Turing Machines. It follows that
the General Symbolic System cannot be any less powerful than either Set or
Class Theory, as it, in fact, includes them.
7.5 Statistical Prediction and Probability
Relativity Theory, its derivation, and some of its consequences have now been
discussed. It has been found that Relativity Theory may be derived on a strictly
formal basis and includes, as a special case, all of Recursive Function theory
and Set and Class Theory as well. Given the breadth of these results it may
well be wondered whether or not there can be any other finite theory which
hasn’t already been encompassed in Relativity Theory. The investigation of
this possibility will be taken up next.
Relativity Theory has been shown to be the canonical finitary formalism in
the case when invertible operations are performed on individual symbols. It
will be recalled, however, that the general symbolic system, besides such indi-
vidual symbols, also admits of metalabels or, in other terminology, “categories”
as fundamental concepts. If the general symbolic system were exhausted by
Relativity, then this would amount to saying that no formal laws may be stated
in terms of categories. It is to be expected, and it will be shown in the following,
therefor, that there are some finitary laws which take metalabels as such as their
arguments. These relations will go beyond Relativity Theory.
Any finite relations which are to go beyond the predictions which Relativity
already provides must, at least, not be computable by Turing Machines. Thus
the considerations to follow will begin by considering what role Turing Machines
may play in the theory of finite relations.
Consider a general function ρ which is to represent a finite relation. As
indicated in the last section, any Turing computable relations may be repre-
sented by an integer m which encodes an appropriate Turing Machine. Thus
9 See reference [44].
10Kleene gave such a standard form. See [5].
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the function ρ must have the dependence
ρ = ρ(φ, m) (7.32)
where φ is itself an undetermined function which gives a finite relation. φ will
therefor be, in general, a complex analytic function. Such functions correspond,
as has been noted, to at most countably many zeros, and so φ can give a relation
between at most countably many data. The domain, and thus the range, of φ
also may thus, without loss in generality, be taken to be the Natural numbers.
The distinct natural numbers making up the range of φ will be referred to as
“attributes”. These attributes naturally classify the action of φ in the sense
that φ(n) = φ(m) indicates that n and m have the same attributes.
It may thus be said that a finite relation ρ corresponds to a particular at most
countable variety of integral attributes which ”occur” in some sequence, together
with the specification of a Turing Machine. The sequence itself corresponds to
some finite relation which may be specified by an analytic function φ.
Now, for a fixed variety of attributes, any such function ρ(φ, m) may be
recoded as
ρ(φ, m) = ω(φ˜m) where (7.33)
φ˜m(n)≡ φ(Tm(n)) (7.34)
If there is to be such a thing as a finite relation ρ which is independent of
Relativity, and thus also of Turing Computability, then it must be the case that
ρ(φ, m) = ρ(φ, s) for all naturals m,s . (7.35)
Such ρ will be said to be “T-independent”. Some conclusions about T-independent
functions will now be derived.
Consider those Turing Machines Tm which permute initial segments of the
sequence corresponding to φ. If ρ is to be invariant under the action of all such
Turing Machines then it must, first of all, be invariant under the action of all
Tm which permute the same initial segment of the sequence of attributes of φ.
Then the dependence of ρ on this initial segment must be expressible in terms
of the relative frequencies of each attribute within this segment. If this is to
apply, for a general finite function ρ, for all initial segments, then, first of all,
the relative frequencies of each attribute must approach limits. ρ will then have
to be a function of these limiting relative frequencies. In particular, ρ may be
the limiting relative frequency of one of the attributes of φ. The limiting value,
p(a), of the relative frequency of an attribute “a” for a T-independent function
will be called its “probability”.
Now suppose Tm yields an increasing function of n. Then, in general, φ˜m(n)
= φ(Tm(n)) will have the effect of generating a new sequence in which certain of
the original sequence will have been omitted based solely on the place, in terms
of n, they occupied. Such “place selections” must not, therefor, alter the limiting
relative frequency of an attribute if ρ is to give a finite relationship independent
of what Turing Machines may yield. Such sequences, being “insensitive” to
place selections, will be said to be “Random”. It is of particular significance
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that ”random” sequences must be convergent as any particular segments of such
sequences which might prevent convergence of the associated relative frequencies
may be removed by place selections.
It should be pointed out that, for a given sequence to be random, it can in
no sense be “known” term-wise, for the sequence is only to be acknowledged
in the role which the theory assigns to it, and the theory considers a random
sequence and any other sequence derived from it by place selections to be inter-
changeable. With this observation it becomes clear that while the argument of
a probabilistic function may be described as a random sequence, it may more
simply be described as a proper category, where a proper category is a metala-
bel which cannot be defined in terms of its corresponding assigns. To be clear,
the unknowability of the random sequence entails the impossibility of uniquely
determining φ.
From the above considerations it may be concluded that the quantities which
T-independent finite functions may give as description beyond those obtainable
from Turing machines may be thought of as being limiting relative frequencies
of sequences of attributes. Furthermore, the sequences of attributes which these
limits apply to must be random, that is, they must be insensitive to place selec-
tion. These two properties correspond, in an obvious way, to the axiomatic basis
for Von Mises’s frequency theory of probability, although the theory presented
here has a strictly conceptual basis and is not asserted to have an empirical basis
as is that of Von Mises. It should also be stressed that this theory is distinct
from the usual measure-theoretic formulation of probability11 or the classical
theory of probability12.
Recall that the question at issue here is the possibility of there being a finite
theory that is independent of Turing computability. With this in mind it is clear
that something must be said about the acceptability of infinite sequences nec-
essarily playing a role in the theory. In this connection it must be recalled that
it is the limiting relative frequency itself, and the randomness of the sequence,
which are demanded by the theory, and not any particular infinite sequence
of occurrences of attributes nor any calculations involving an infinite quantity;
The calculation of this limiting frequency, which depends solely on ρ, need not
require any such limiting processes to be carried out.
In fact, a finite T-independent theory treats probability as a “propensity”.
This propensity, as defined by ρ and not requiring the elaboration of a sequence
of attributes, operates somewhat like a force field in classical physics: Just as a
force causes a definite dynamical evolution, so a probability causes an evolution
of the relative frequency of an attribute towards a definite limit. This action
is unlike that of a classical force, however, in so far as the propensity governs
the collective behavior of the whole sequence and may therefor be considered
to act non-locally13. In this sense probability may be thought of as a non-local
11 See [45].
12 For a comprehensive survey of distinct theories of probability see [46]. [47] determines
features which all theories of probability ought to share.
13 Quantum theory may, in fact, be formulated as a strictly causal though non-local theory
as was done by deBroglie and Bohm. See [48].
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relation. It is only after viewing probability in this finitely-oriented way that a
finite sequence of attributes may be explicitly introduced which is supposed to
be governed by a law of probability. Then it may be argued, based on this, that
as the sequence is extended under the given probability conditions its relative
frequencies will approach particular limits. There can, in fact, be no cause to
doubt that the sequence is random as the sequence is, after all, an artifact of
the probabilistic theory itself.
One last remark on statistical theory in general. It will be noticed that the
above theory, being based on the notion of T-independence, treats of discrete at-
tributes. This is not, however, an essential restriction, for this probability theory
may be extended, in the usual way, to probabilities over continuous attributes.
Randomness may still play a role in the continuous theory as continuous dis-
tributions may be approximated by discrete ones on which the above notions
of Randomness make sense. The discussion to follow will therefor retain the
discrete perspective for the sake of ease of presentation and derivation.
7.6 Quantum Theory
The possibility of extending the theory of finite relations beyond what is given
in Relativity was investigated in the last section. These considerations led to
the conclusion that if such were possible, then the corresponding theory would
have to be a probabilistic one: The foundations of the necessary form of such a
theory were in fact given. Of particular interest was the conclusion that a finite
theory of probability is necessarily a “realistic” one in which probability is a
certain propensity for relative frequencies to approach particular limits. These
were important but also very general conclusions. The goal of this section is
to continue on to derive a more precise and quantitative theory. The natural
development of the foregoing theory will lead uniquely to Quantum Theory,
thus giving it a definite theoretical significance quite apart from any appeal to
experimental justification.
The probability of an attribute has been defined to be its limiting relative
frequency in a random sequence. Suppose that certain attributes aα are grouped
together and all considered instances of the attribute a. Calculation of p(a) must
then be such that the appearance of aα in the random sequence adds one to the
frequency of occurrence of the a’s, and thus contributes to the relative frequency
also. Consider an initial segment of length n. Suppose a appears na times, while
each aα appears nα times. Then na =
∑
α nα. Because all terms are positive,
















As a special case of this suppose all attributes α are considered to be in-
stances of the attribute u. Then∑
α
p(α) = p(u) = 1. (7.37)
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Suppose an attribute a is also considered to be a case of an attribute b,
though not necessarily the other way around. Suppose also that p(b) 6=0. Con-
sider, again, an initial segment of length n. Let na|b be the number of attributes
a found among the b’s that were found in the initial segment. Also let na be
the number of a’s found and nb the number of b’s found. Note that then na|b
















so that it follows that
p(a) = p(a|b)∗p(b). (7.39)
It should be stressed that in order to apply this rule to factor a probability
it must be the case that the occurrence of a implies the occurrence of b.
The considerations above have indicated some relations, holding between the
probabilities determined by a finite relation, that must be satisfied, but didn’t
tell anything of how these probabilities were, themselves, to be determined. This
will be addressed next.
In the determination of an appropriate function to represent a finite relation
there will generally be certain data which is considered to be dependent on other
data and primarily varies and other data which is presumed, and not considered
to vary. Such is the case, in standard physical theories, with dependent variables
on the one hand, and with independent variables, parameters, and “physical
constants” on the other. Such a segregation of the data is not proven to be
absolute, but, rather, is a matter of convenience in stating the relations which
are utilized in the theory. For this reason, a means of indicating a segregation
of data will also be adopted here.
It has already been shown above that finite relations must take a particular
form. Probabilities, being determined by finite relations, must also take this
form, and so must be given as functions of the magnitude, or, equivalently, of
the square of the magnitude, of some complex analytic function. The particular
way in which a probability is to depend upon the square of the magnitude
of an analytic function must be well-defined and the same for all probability
calculations but is otherwise unrestricted and so may be determined simply as
a matter of convenience. It turns out to be convenient to choose the convention
that probability be given, in fact, by the square of the magnitude of some
complex analytic function. This choice results in the probability function being
a measure14 and also avails the theory of a geometric analysis on a Hilbert Space,
the given magnitude easily being constructed by an inner product15. Combining
the above observations results in the following notation and results:
In the context of certain presumed data which are symbolized by “i”, the
probability, p(a), of a particular attribute a is given by the square of the magni-
tude of a certain analytic function, referred to from now on as the corresponding
14 See pp. 70-72 of [11].
15 For the relevant functional analysis see, e.g., [49].
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“probability amplitude”16, determined by the attributes under consideration
and evaluated at a. This amplitude is denoted, as was done by Dirac17, by
<a|i>. Thus
p(a) = | < a|i > |2 (7.40)
Now suppose that p(a)=| <a|i> |2, p(b)=| <b|i> |2, and p(a|b)=| <a|b> |2.
Applying equation(7.39) results in
< a|i > = eıθ∗ < a|b > ∗ < b|i > . (7.41)
Here it is to be noted that θ, if it need be determined, must yet be determined
by other considerations. In fact, it is a standard insight of Quantum Theory
that such exponential factors allow for, and demand, the conservation of such
quantities as energy, charge, angular momentum, etc.18. Also, it should be
reiterated that this result applies, as does (7.39), only in the case that the
occurrence of a implies the occurrence of b. Conversely, whenever an amplitude
may be factored into a product of amplitudes it will have to be the case that
any corresponding probabilities will be for attributes which are related in this
way.
The only other relation from probability theory is equation(7.36). It applies
in the case when a variety of attributes aα are to be considered to be instances
of another attribute a. This leads to the relation
| < a|i > |2 =
∑
α
| < aα|i > |2. (7.42)
This rule is evidently not very helpful in determining <a|i> itself, although
it does lead to the conclusion, following the case in (7.37), that | <u|i> |2
=1. In other words, the “total” amplitude must be normalized. Thus the
probability rules offer little help, but also little hindrance, in the determination
of the amplitudes that will play a role in the theory. The only possible approach
that remains in determining a constructive theory is thus to analyze amplitudes
according to the simple fact that they are given by analytic functions.
A defining characteristic of analytic functions is that they may be expressed
as power series sums, and such series may be manipulated term-wise, and ana-
lyzed in this way. Consider, then, an amplitude and a power series expansion
of it. Each of the summands, in order that it may be interpreted in the the-
ory, must be somehow related to an amplitude. Each term may, in fact, be
formally analyzed according to the rule in equation (7.41), so that, in general,
an amplitude <a|i> may be analyzed as
< a|i > =
∑
β
eıθβ∗ < a|β > ∗ < β|i > . (7.43)
16 For an exposition of Quantum Theory on this basis, see [50].
17 See [51].
18 See vol. III of [52].
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It must be remembered that the β are introduced here in a strictly formal
sense, for if the occurrence of a were to imply the occurrence of any such β then
application of equation (7.41) would yield
< a|i > = eıδ∗ < a|β > ∗ < β|i > . (7.44)
and thus the sum in equation (7.43) would have to either degenerate into this
single term or else lead to contradictions if more than one distinct such β were
to be found. On the other hand, if, starting from a situation described by
the amplitude <a|i> given by (7.43), an event described by a particular β is
considered to occur, then the amplitude for a would be of the form <a|β >
and the transition between these situations could, to needlessly indulge in a
“physical” description of what may be considered a logical process, be said to
be a case of a “collapse” of the “wave function” <a|i>. It should be remembered
that the theory is derived here under the assumption that there is no separate
realm of experience which may affect the developments within the theory.
If the expansion (7.43) is not to refer to any necessary intermediate process β
in the description of the attribute a, then there must be a great deal of freedom
in the choice of such formally chosen “virtual” attributes. The selection of any
particular expansion must, therefor, be justified on the basis of calculational
advantages. The benefit of this analysis consists in two effects. First of all,
each summand may be simple and so much so, in fact, that the values of such
amplitudes may be assumed in the construction of a calculational theory. Such
is, in fact, done in the case of the so-called ”bare” mass and ”bare” charge of
the electron in Quantum Theory. It may also happen, as a second benefit, that
the selection of a particular expansion may result in rapid convergence of the
sum (7.43) so that it might even be terminated after a few terms.
At this point it is clear that the above considerations have completely repro-
duced Feynman’s formalization of Quantum Theory, including a justification of
the central role played by the Feynman diagram approximation technique19 but
with the advantage of showing that corresponding graph-theoretical concepts
naturally arise in the algebraic analysis of φ. It should be noted that this ap-
proach, in basing all calculations on a single history, is unsuitable for addressing
the intrinsic compatibility of quantum theory with “multiple observers”. How-
ever, because this approach is avowedly applied as an approximation, it is also
not necessary to do so, for any effects associated with this kind of situation may
always be relegated to the uncalculated terms in the approximation.
Another formal consequence of the analytic nature of the amplitudes is of
paramount importance when it is desired that exact calculations may, in princi-
ple, be made. Because expansions of analytic functions, such as in (7.43), may
be manipulated term-wise in the case of many mathematical operations, such
operations will be linear in the amplitudes. Thus the theory given here may also,
for those that prefer to do so, be translated into the coordinate-free operator
formalism which Von Neumann gave to Quantum Theory20, with one important
19 See [50] for the quantum formalism, and consult [52] for a discussion of the Feynman
diagram technique.
20 Again, see [12].
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difference: All transformations of state must now be represented by application
of a (Hermitian) linear operator as there can no longer be special procedures
for representing “measurements”. This then leads uniquely to a quantum the-
ory which is formally identical to that of Everett’s Many Worlds approach21
although it must be stressed that in the context of this thesis there is no im-
plication of, nor can there be, histories and/or universes which are anything
but formally separate. As all changes of state are of the same formal nature, it
would be unacceptable, besides merely troubling or unbelievable, for any to be
especially felt as a “split of the universe” or a “branch in one’s history”.
Everett’s derivation of his theory assumed that a Schro¨dinger equation was
provided for the time evolution of the state, but the theory may be derived
without this assumption. As Everett has shown, there is, corresponding to
a sequence of attributes which defines a history, a corresponding sequence of
applications of corresponding operators. Each history corresponds, exactly as in
Feynman’s sum over histories approach to QuantumMechanics22, to a summand
in the superposition (7.43) which formally represents an amplitude. In this way
the superposition may be thought of as a net of histories.
Begin with some operator H which is to be a “Hamiltonian” which gives the
evolution of what is to be considered, by definition of this choice, an “isolated”
system. In that case all other operators must represent, by definition, “interac-
tions”. In examining any history one may then refer to “change” whenever H
alternates with some other operator. One may then construct a corresponding
notion of time for each individual history where distinct points in time are iden-
tified by such transitions while interactions shared with other histories identify
related moments.
Everett has shown23 that there is a measure on histories which agrees with
the probability quantum mechanics assigns to them. Thus, it may be observed
here that a direction of a history which progresses towards the appropriate
limiting frequencies may be identified with the future along that history. This
then accounts for the ordinal nature of time. If it is desired that time also
possess a measure, then this may be achieved by selecting some operator, T say,
distinct from H and identifying any successive interactions involving T with unit
intervals in time along that history. The rate of change will then correspond to
the likelihood of such interactions.
While all formal histories which correspond to terms in (7.43) play a role,
they weigh in according to the measure assigned to them - in other words,
according to their probability: This is the quantal basis for the variational form
of the laws of physics. It is thus possible to dispense with relatively unlikely
histories and, conversely, any initial conditions which may play a role in theory
must be sufficiently likely. In this sense initial conditions no longer enter into
theory as independent data. This makes sense as, after all, the distant past, in
not being accessible to personal experience, has always been reconstructed in
light of current understanding or theory.
21 See pp. 3-149 of [11] for an exposition of this theory.
22See [53] for an exposition of this theory.
23 Refer, once more, to pp. 70-72 of [11].
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The whole character of the theory is determined, in fact, by H, because
identifying H is a matter of identifying when, by contrast, something may hap-
pen. If an operator has a particular symmetry, then the history corresponding
to it will appear with a corresponding degeneracy, or repeated appearance, in
the superposition (7.43) so that symmetries correspond to prevalent terms and
thus to significant histories. This explains why the search for the laws govern-
ing quantum-scale interactions has been successfully guided by considerations
of symmetry. Although this account of quantum theory is by no means a usual
one, the formal rigor of all mathematical steps has already been born out in the
references cited and the work done above, with additional confirmation to be
found in the history of the development of quantum theory.
The above analysis is self-contained and fully determinate excepting that
it remains to explain how the Hamiltonian operator arises as, surely, not just
any one will do! Such an explanation will, however, proceed from the following
discussion which links the above ideas with formally thermodynamic consider-
ations24.
First of all, all component histories will, by definition, converge in their
futures to the respective probable states corresponding to the analytic state
function φ which finitely defines the system. This being true individually, it
also follows that all histories proceeding from a single state φ, and thus forming
a system, will also converge towardsmutual equilibrium. This limiting condition
is that which is guaranteed by the so-called Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics,
wherein a temperature function is introduced to express the conditions of rela-
tive equilibrium holding between any collection of systems. That the progress
towards the limit identifies a direction in which time “flows” in a particular
history is the essential content of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
The First Law of Thermodynamics is that of Energy Conservation. It has,
however, already been noted, in the discussion following equation (7.41), that
energy is conserved in quantum theory. It is also well-known that the bound-
edness, and general smallness, of the ground state energy of quantal systems
leads to the Third Law of Thermodynamics. It may be therefor concluded from
the above analysis that all of the laws of Thermodynamics follow within this
quantum formalism.
Quantal systems being therefor thermodynamic systems, it follows that they
may be analyzed thermodynamically. Since the theory presented here is strictly
formal, it necessarily follows that the ensembles used in the analysis must be
(virtual) Gibbs Ensembles. As is always the case in the thermodynamic analysis
of a system, the properties of the thermodynamic system are completely defined
by the (Grand) Partition Function which corresponds to the Gibbs Ensemble.
Such “bulk” properties as the volume and pressure exerted by the system are,
in fact, expressible, in a standard way, in terms of the partition function25.
Now note: Both the partition function and φ completely determine precisely
the behavior of the system so that these functions are interchangeable! Thus φ
24 For an exposition of the required Thermodynamic theory see, for example, vol. I of [54].
25Refer, again, to [54].
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will be taken to be the partition function.
Identifying φ to be the partition function has immediate consequences. First
of all, as φ is necessarily a complex analytic function, it naturally follows that
this is also the proper way of thinking about the partition function. In this case
one no longer introduces the complex “fugacity”26 into the partition function
as a formal trick but, instead, the question rather becomes how one starts with
a complex-valued partition function with complex arguments and ends up only
concerned with a real-valued partition function with real-valued arguments. In
this connection it should be recalled that φ is constructed so as to encode certain
corresponding complex zeroes. The nature of the events which may occur in the
given thermodynamic system is therefor determined by the location of these
zeroes: There must be certain criteria as to the situation of these zeroes the
satisfaction of which results in singular phenomena.
At this point it is appropriate to introduce, as a formally necessary devel-
opment of the finite case rather than as a merely plausible addition, a classic
result of Yang and Lee27 which states that any ambiguity in the value of certain
“bulk” variables, such as density, and the corresponding changes of “phase” of
the system, such as from liquid to solid, must occur precisely at points on the
real axis which are not separated, by any neighborhood in the complex plane,
from the zeros of φ (the partition function). This shows, to begin with, that
the variables which are to represent points of transition between phases must
be real: This justifies requiring all variables, in the end, to be real-valued.
According to this result it also follows that, as the positioning of the zeroes
of φ corresponds to condensation phenomena, these zeroes also define “material
structure” in concrete and tactile terms such as pressure, volume, and temper-
ature. Such relatively stable material structure is a candidate for treatment as
an isolated system. The symmetries of such systems then will identify corre-
sponding Hamiltonians.
This self-contained Quantum-Theoretical analysis, like that of the Relativis-
tic analysis before it, reduces the problem of the variety of concrete experience
to that of the problem of the “existence” of any phenomena whatsoever. In
other words, if φ has any zeroes at all then this automatically engenders a cor-
responding physical picture, operating according to the quantal laws, comprised
of interacting phases of matter, such as solids, liquids, and gases, each occupying
certain volumes and “influencing” one another barometrically and thermally or
in terms of other recognizable thermodynamic variables (Such as, for example,
the chemical potential).
In reviewing the considerations above it is clear that the attempt to construct
a finite theory beyond that which is determined by Relativity has resulted in an
essentially unequivocal derivation of the mathematical formalism of Quantum
Theory. It has done so without appeal to experiment and without accepting
the notion of an external realm of experience to which the formalism need refer.
In doing this it has been demonstrated that the great variety of physical in-
26 Refer to [54] for an explanation of this concept.
27 See [55].
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terpretations of the quantum formalism are, presumably, unnecessary, for from
a finite strictly mathematical standpoint a unique propensity interpretation of
probability and of Quantum Theory arises.
7.7 Conclusions on the Derived Theories
In the preceding it has been found possible to derive both Relativity and Quan-
tum Theory on a strictly conceptual basis. That these derivations may have
been performed without appeal to experiment obviously undercuts the notion
that these theories must be thought of as describing or being associated with
an external physical reality separate from language.
Again, no appeal to experiment has been made, but, rather, the principle
aspects of the phenomena which these theories address have been shown to
follow from strictly formal principles; It should be understood that, instead
of experiment justifying theory, it has been found that the scope of thinkable
finitary theory has shown why such such phenomena presumably must occur.
In particular, Relativity Theory has been argued to uniquely reflect relations
which maintain one-to-one relabeling within the finite general symbolic system.
Quantum Theory was subsequently argued to reflect every and anything else
that may be called a finite relation which is not justified on a Relativistic basis.
In particular, it has been indicated that Quantum Theory, instead of treating
of relationships between individual symbols, yields rather all finite relations
which govern proper categories or, in other words, are based upon metalabeling
relationships as such.
As it has been argued that consistency in the utilization of individual sym-
bols, together with the conveyance of metalabeling relationships between sym-
bols, exhausts all that may be required of language, it is to be expected that
Quantum Theory, in virtue of the nature of its construction, should, together
with Relativity Theory, provide a complete and consistent description, if such
is possible, of all finite relations within the general symbolic system. This pos-
sibility is precisely what is investigated in the next section.
7.8 Einstein’s Alternatives and Finite Reality
Relativity and Quantum Theory should together, if such is possible, comprise
a complete finite theory. It will be found, however, that they are not merely
distinct but also, in the context of a finite restriction of the general symbolic sys-
tem, incompatible. This incompatibility will be shown by an argument similar
to one that Einstein gave28. The possible ways of resolving this incompatibil-
ity will be investigated and this will lead, on the basis of the general symbolic
system, to plausible far-reaching conclusions about physical theory.
The general symbolic system now has, in Quantum Theory and Relativity,
two distinct formal procedures which may be applied to the data which comprise
28 See pp. 168-173 of [56].
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any given “physical situation”. The question now arises as to which parts of the
data each of the theories is to apply. Is it possible, in other words, to recognize
distinctly “classical” data to which Relativity alone applies?
Relativistic phenomena are characterized by the energy-momentum tensor,
which is, it may be recalled, the right-hand side of equation (7.22). Conversely,
equation (7.22) indicates that this tensor is a function of the space-time itself,
so that a flow of energy must correspond to changes in the space-time manifold.
As quantum processes are not energetically isolated it follows, therefor, that
they too must be dependent, at least in part, on the space-time variables. This
influence may also be seen to go the other way, as it is well known that, in
accordance with the Third Law of Thermodynamics, Quantum Theory results,
in a number of cases, in predictions that agree with those of Classical Physics
and, in fact with, Relativity. This is also the content of Bohr’s Correspondence
Principle.
Because of this limiting behavior there can be no finitary conceptual distinc-
tion in general between a result produced by quantal laws and a result which
is the outcome of local deterministic processes. In short, as is usually taken as
a physical necessity, Quantum and Relativistic processes “interact”: They may
not be considered to be disjoint physical theories which don’t share common
variables upon which they depend. Thus quantum-theoretical amplitudes must
generally depend, in part, on space-time variables.
Let a be an attribute which indicates something about events at a particular
space-time point P1. Also let <a|i> be the amplitude associated with this
attribute. Recall that, in a finite probabilistic theory, this amplitude must
be considered to be a kind of propensity, changes of which therefor have an
immediate space-time significance.
Now consider some attributes β which aren’t implied by a so that equation
(7.43) may be applied. Then
< a|i > =
∑
β
eıθβ∗ < a|β > ∗ < β|i > (7.45)
holds. Note that β could represent almost anything.
Consider an attribute β which indicates something about events at a space-
time point P2. Further suppose that the interval from P1 to P2 is positive.
Now the occurrence of β, according to (7.43), requires the formal transition
<a|i> 7→<a|β >. If thought about in physical terms, such a change in the
amplitude is an immediate “reality”, so that a change at P2 entails an instan-
taneous change at P1. But, even if viewed in a strictly formal sense, this is
obviously a violation of the restriction to local interactions in Relativity The-
ory. Thus, while Relativity and Quantum Theory cannot be kept apart, they
are nevertheless incompatible.
There are exactly two assumptions that have been made in the construction
of these finitary physical theories; That there is no necessity for a separate realm
of experience apart from language itself, and that all descriptive quantities in
the theory must be finite. At least one of these assumptions must be dropped.
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If the first assumption is dropped, then, as noted before, the permanent
role of experiment entails that there can never be a final understanding or
ultimate physical theory. If the second assumption is dropped then it will be
necessary to have a mathematics that can naturally handle infinite quantities,
as was attempted in the physical programme known as “renormalization”29,
and interpret such quantities in a sensible fashion. In order to maintain the
derivation of the theory of the general symbolic system without recourse to
experiment the second option will next be explored.
7.9 On Generalizing Finite Theories
It may have seemed at the time that consideration of infinite quantities and the
development of a Calculus which doesn’t depend upon finitely defined limits
was an extravagance, but it is clear now that there was a definite justification
for these steps. In fact, had the Calculus been restricted to the usual finitely
defined operations it would have been impossible to identify the cause of the
inconsistency, in a non-empirical setting, with simply the finiteness of the vari-
ables, for the operations of the Calculus also went into the derivation of the
theory and might have been connected with the difficulties.
Having already laid the groundwork, the extension of the previous theory
to the infinite realm is relatively simple. It has already been noted that the
operations of the generalized Calculus extend those of the usual Calculus to the
infinite case, so the Calculus may still be applied in the derivations of exact
theory. Suppose now that some equation is to hold in the potentially infinite
case. This same equation must still apply even if all of its arguments are finite,
but in that case the given equation would have to be part of the theory for
the finite case. It thus follows that the general theory for the manipulation of
symbols is formally identical to, in fact it is determined by the same equations
(7.22), (7.40), (7.41), and (7.43) as govern the finitely-based theory which has
already been derived above. The only difference between the finite and non-
finite cases is, therefor, merely the potentially non-finite nature of the variables
employed in the theory.
While an accurate conclusion, it is still not very informative to merely imply
that the variables in the general symbolic system are (generally) non-finite ana-
logues of the finite space-time coordinates and probabilities which characterize
the usual Relativistic and Quantum-theoretical formalisms. In order to more
definitely relate the general symbolic system to its finite restriction it is therefor
desirable to introduce the methods of Non-Standard Analysis. These methods
allow for the rigorous definition and algebraic manipulation of non-finite quan-
tities in accordance with the rules of a division ring, as well as for a canonical
representation of all such quantities as a unique sum of finite and non-finite
parts.
Non-Standard Analysis, as previously noted, has been rigorously developed
elsewhere, so it is neither necessary nor desirable to go into much detail in
29 See [57].
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explaining or justifying these methods. It should be helpful, however, if an
intuitively plausible exposition is provided which, moreover, shows that the
definition of the extension of the finite real number system employed in non-
standard analysis may reasonably be thought of as arising from a generalization,
to a non-finite case, of the notions already introduced in the analysis of the finite
case.
The most general kind of relation in the general symbolic system is that
which allows for the non-invertible manipulation of symbols. As was previously
indicated, such relations were, in the finite case, determined by the formal rules
of Quantum Theory. These rules still apply and will determine the relations
which define the non-standard extension of the reals.
Recall the Quantum-theoretical rule (7.36) and its special case (7.37): These
rules, considered respectively, require the finite additivity of probability and that
probabilities should be real numbers in the unit interval. Considered without
regard to the notion of randomness, the development of the theory of finite re-
lations, in accordance with these rules, leads to the construction of a finitely
additive measure on sequences. Given such a measure, m, and any two se-
quences, {an} and {bn}, the measure may be used to quantify the degree of
term-wise agreement between any two such sequences: m{n| an = bn} gives
this measure.
In the finite case the desired T-independence of this measure requires ran-
domness of such sequences. It may be recalled that the relative frequencies of
random sequences necessarily converge to a limit, which is the probability, and
that any two random sequences which correspond to the same measure are in-
terchangable and correspond to the same probability. In this sense sequences
are, as a natural development within the finite general symbolic system, “iden-
tified” according to their having the same limit, so that limits play the role of
measure in this case.
The identification of sequences with common limits suggests the construction
of equivalence classes 〈 an 〉 defined by 〈 an 〉 ≡ {{bn} | limn→∞ (an - bn)=0 }.
The equivalence between sequences which is thus defined with respect to limits
is a very liberal one, there being very many sequences which converge to a
given limit. In other words, probability, thought of as a measure, distinguishes
relatively few sequences because it neglects the mode of convergence of such
sequences.
Algebraic operations may be defined upon sequences, though if such opera-
tions are to be relevant to, and reliably reflected in, the probabilities associated
with such sequences, then these operations must be defined term-wise. There-
for the definitions {an}∗{bn} ≡ {an∗bn} and {an}+{bn} ≡ {an+bn} are made.
With these definitions it may be confirmed that the equivalence classes corre-
sponding to such sequences also satisfy these equations.
The above construction of limit-based equivalence classes is reminiscent of
the construction of the real number system as a collection of equivalence classes
of Cauchy sequences of rational numbers. In this derivation algebraic operations
on the equivalence classes are like-wise well-defined in terms of the corresponding
term-wise operations on the elements of representative sequences from each of
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the classes. In order to generalize the real numbers to the non-finite case it
therefor is natural to attempt a generalization of this procedure by replacing
the “limit measure” with the least restrictive measure conceivable.
As indicated above, a measure categorizes a sequence according to the value
it assigns it. In order to make the greatest number of sequences distinct it
is necessary to allow the measure to take on the least range of values. This
identifies the measure to be employed in the extension of the reals as the discrete
measure, where this measure only takes on either of the two values 0 or 1 for any
subset of the integers. In order that this measure lead to a number system which
extends the reals it is necessary that it assign the value 0 to all finite subsets of
the integers. This corresponds to the indifference of the “limit measure” to any
finite portion of a sequence. This requirement also leads to the conclusion that
infinite subsets of the integers have discrete measure 1.
Given such a discrete measure m defined on the integers, a new definition of
equivalence classes of sequences may be specified in analogy with that already
determined by limits. In particular: 〈 an 〉 ≡ {{bn} | m{ n | an=bn}=1 }. When
this is done it is easily confirmed that, as before, the addition and multiplication
of equivalence classes is well-defined. It is also clear that the real numbers may
be embedded in this scheme with the mapping a 7→ 〈a〉, which takes the real
number a to the equivalence class of sequences which contains a sequence all of
the terms of which are identically a. The above construction therefor extends
the real number system. This extension is referred to as the hyper-real number
system.
Unlike before, however, the discrete measure takes into account the whole
sequence, and not just its limit, so that it categorizes convergent sequences
also according to their modes of convergence. To see this in detail it suffices
to extend the notion of order to the new equivalence classes: Take 〈an〉 < 〈bn〉
exactly wherever m{n | an <bn}=1. Then it may be seen that, according to this
definition, 〈 1
n2
〉 < 〈 1
n
〉 and 〈n〉 < 〈n2〉 are examples of inequalities which hold
in the hyper-real number system. As may be expected, these inequalities are
between what may be referred to, in a precise way, as infinitesimal and infinite
numbers, respectively. Indeed, a finite number x may be defined to be one which
is bounded by some positive real a so that -a<x<a. Numbers which are not
finite are termed infinite. Infinitesimals are taken to be numbers bounded by
all positive real numbers.
The foregoing makes it clear that the hyper-reals constitute a proper exten-
sion of the real number system. Beyond this, the formal relationship between
the hyper-reals and the embedded finite real number system may readily be
made clear30. Consider a finite hyper-real x. Let a be the least upper bound of
the real numbers less than x. Then ǫ=x-a is infinitesimal. The decomposition
x = a+ǫ is unique. Thus all hyper-reals may be expressed as a unique sum of
finite and non-finite numbers.
With this result it is possible to have an at least intuitive understanding
30Rigorous proof of the following and other results of Non-Standard Analysis may be found
in [58]. See, in particular, pp. 1-105 there for an introduction to non-standard methods along
the lines of the presentation here
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of the hyper-real number system and how it relates to the previously devel-
oped finitary theory. It now remains to apply this general understanding to
see how working in the context of the hyper-real number system might resolve
the previously mentioned incompatibility between the finite Relativistic and
Quantum-theoretical formalisms.
Consider any combination of Relativistic and Quantum-Theoretic data in the
non-finitary general symbolic system. Express this data as canonical sums of
finite and non-finite numbers. The standard (finite) parts of the data may then
be identified with the data upon which the finitary theory holds. As previously
discovered, such restricted data cannot form the basis of a satisfactory physical
theory in the general symbolic system.
Such data, while giving a finite level of description, do not, however, give the
“whole picture” in the non-finitary case. The residual parts of the data, due to
their infinitesimal or infinite nature, while either empirically entirely inaccessi-
ble or irrelevant in principle in the context of a finitary theory, are, nevertheless,
critical in resolving the apparent incompatibility of Quantum Theory and Rel-
ativity. Two numbers which differ, even if only by an infinitesimal amount, are
different, and the differences to be found in the residual parts of data are pre-
sumably the only means of formally rejecting the arguments of the last section.
Put more concretely, the non-local correlations which Quantum Theory for-
mally demands but finitary Relativity forbids are expressed by quantities ne-
glected in the finitary theory. It may be said, in this sense, that the elaboration
of finitary theory, while not adopting any axioms, has nevertheless resulted in
a level of description. Changes in such neglected quantities amount to signals
which may travel at infinite speed and yet are not incompatible with the finitary
theory. This is apparently the unique way, String Theory not withstanding, in
which the Quantum Theoretical and Relativistic formalisms may be unified in
the general symbolic system. This unification also suggests a resolution between
the corresponding conflict between a preference for a discrete or a continuous
mode of description of experience: The non-finitary general theory comprises
a third kind of description which chooses neither over the other, and in this
context neither probabilistic nor deterministic theory takes precedence over the
other or is wholely adequate.
As a final observation, the role which Non-Standard Analysis plays in pre-
sumably reconciling Relativity and Quantum Theory as parts of the general
symbolic system suggests that an identification may be made between the no-
tion of the externality of the “physical reality” which finite empiricism forever
appeals to and the presumed conceptual inadequacy of any finite structures
within the general symbolic system. In particular, there is a similarity between
these two approaches in that finitely based empirical theories are subject to
arbitrarily many experimental revisions of their data, while the finite structures
of the general symbolic system are themselves subject to infinite elaboration.
If this identification is made then, it is proposed, these two approaches may be
thought of as being indistinct. While it would be inconsistent with the very no-
tion of a non-axiomatic theory to demand such an identification, nevertheless it
is hoped that such an identification might make rejecting serious consideration
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The object of this thesis has been the development of a written discrete combi-
natorial symbolic system based on formal rules for the manipulation of symbols
which apply without regard to the particular meaning of the symbols involved.
Motivation for the particular rules to be adopted was sought through exami-
nation of some contemporary scientific theories. Beginning with discussions of
Linguistics, Metamathematics, and Physics it was found that, although each
proceeded, in part, from a formal axiomatic basis, there were still a number
of difficulties associated with the incorporation of an additional intuited mean-
ingful aspect of experience. The discussion of Metamathematics, however, led
to the suggestion that the notions of the truth and the formal provability of
any particular assertion were, in part, determined by the formally unrestricted
choice of an interpretation. Consequently it was suggested that perhaps it is
unnecessary and undesirable to make such an apparently arbitrary choice. Per-
haps, instead, the formalism could be shown to yield its own interpretation and
thus avoid the possibility of the formal rules conflicting with intuition.
In order to further motivate and justify this approach a schematic overview
of physics in which, beyond the idealistic presentation of the introduction, a
practical description of the activities of physicists and their implicit philoso-
phies, as well as a discussion of the history of the development of Physics itself,
was given. This presentation clarified the nature of the conflict between for-
malism and intuition and indicated the way in which this difficulty has been
addressed, though by necessity impermanently, through the adoption of either
statistical or non-statistical theories. As one is always free to adopt theories of
either character, it was next attempted to take a step back to a stage prior to
theoretical analysis in order to seek a basis for a formal theory.
The first stage of the scientific procedure, prior to that of theory construc-
tion, is that of observation and description. At this point it was argued, aiming
at plausibility rather than proof, that a number of the features of experience
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which seem to be merely intuited may nevertheless be shown to derive from a
merely formal basis. It was argued, in fact, that while any particular grouping,
or categorization, of symbols( such a process being a necessary prerequisite for
any formal theory ) cannot be defended a priori, nevertheless the mere fac-
ulty of being able to adopt some such description leads to the utilization of
realistic structures within language. It was therefor decided that, even on an
intuitive level, the formalism should be based not on the expression of “truths”
or “facts”, but rather constructed in order to express contingency, in which case
a theory may be judged completely satisfactory if its elements are convincingly
inter-related and the structure of the language is rich enough to be descriptive.
Such a formal theory was then presented. It was shown that in such a theory
the freedom of labeling consequent to the absence of facts leads to groupings of
symbols, here called metalabelings, and to a further facility for relabeling which,
almost paradoxically, enables one to conventionally reserve symbols to be used
in particular ways. Such considerations were then applied to the development of
the so-called “general symbolic system”. This system takes the algebraic form of
the real quaternions, the system inheriting a partial order based on metalabeling,
though it also naturally admits of infinite and infinitesimal quantities. In order
to demonstrate the feasibility of such a system it was necessary to next develop
a generalization of the Calculus which is not based on ǫ-δ arguments. With this
it was possible to complete the development of the formal system, although it
remained to demonstrate its relevance by showing its utility in application to
Physics.
Physical theory was developed in accordance with the requirements of em-
piricism which dictate that physical description may be given in terms of finitely
many finite variables. Such a starting point was invoked in basing all theory
on the location of the zeroes of a complex analytic state function φ. Theory
was then developed along two lines. First it was shown that Relativity Theory,
including the space-time structure to which it applies, resulted if it was desired
that all operations in the theory should express invertible relations. As was
also indicated, it turns out that Turing computability is a notion which may be
thought of as being subsidiary to Relativity Theory.
Relativity presumably being the complete expression of determinism, ex-
tension of the theory led to probabilistic developments. It was then argued
that the propensity-based probability theory arrived at, expressing relations
between proper categories, was, in fact, Quantum Theory. As was to be ex-
pected, this derivation also serves to justify the assertion that Quantum Theory
is an intrinsically probabilistic theory. The strictly formal basis of this deriva-
tion bypassed the notorious “measurement problem” of quantum theory and
resulted in a formalism and descriptive apparatus formally similar to that of
Feynman’s Sum Over Histories and Everett’s Many Worlds interpretations of
quantum mechanics. The resulting perspective is unique, however, in indicating
that all features of the dynamical and thermodynamical laws and description,
including those materialistic phenomenological aspects of individual experience
described by pressure, volume, and temperature, may be thought of as simply
being consequences of basing theory on the finitary state function φ.
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The finite application of the general symbolic system had, at this point,
reasonably justified its relevance in comparison with the usual empirical episte-
mology. Investigation of its internal coherence led, however, to the interesting
conclusion that retaining a formally finite basis for theory required that the
formalism be supplemented by something outside itself, such as is done in ex-
periment, and yet does not result in a conceptually coherent description of ex-
perience. Conversely, retaining a strictly formal perspective apparently requires
rejecting finitism and therefor utilizing symbols which cannot be empirically
verified if it is assumed that measurements are represented by finite collections
of finite numbers. Extension of the formal theory in such an infinitary approach
turns out to be surprisingly easy and is perhaps the only way to achieve a desired






A.1 The Associativity Equation
The equation to be solved is
F[x,F[y,z]] = F[F[x,y],z]. (A.1)
From (A.1) may be derived
∂1F[x,F[y,z]] = ∂1F[F[x,y],z]∗∂1F[x,y] (A.2)
and
∂2F[x,F[y,z]]∗∂1F[y,z] = ∂1F[F[x,y],z]∗∂2F[x,y]. (A.3)
Note that the order of the factors is unimportant because both terms in each
product are functions of the same variables and therefor commute. For F not
constant in any of x, y, or z it follows that ∂1F[x,y] 6=0 and ∂2F[x,y] 6=0. Now
(A.2) and (A.3) may be combined in the form
∂1F
−1[x,y]∗∂2F[x,y] = ∂1F−1[x,F[y,z]]∗∂2F[x,F[y,z]]∗∂1F[y,z]. (A.4)




G[x,y] = G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂1F[y,z] (A.6)
and
G[x,y]∗G[y,z] = G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂2F[y,z]. (A.7)
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Now
∂zG[x,y] = 0 =∂2G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂2F[y,z]∗∂1F[y,z] + G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂21F[y,z] (A.8)
and
∂y[G[x,y]∗G[y,z]] = ∂2G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂1F[y,z]∗∂2F[y,z] + G[x,F[y,z]]∗∂12F[y,z].
(A.9)
Subtracting (A.8) from (A.9) results in
∂y[G[x,y]∗G[y,z]] = G[x,F[y,z]]∗[∂12F[y,z] - ∂21F[y,z]]. (A.10)
Now ∂12F = ∂21F so that
∂y[G[x,y]∗G[y,z]] = 0. (A.11)
This may be solved by
G[x,y] = β∗H(x)∗H−1(y) (A.12)
where H is any function such that H(y) 6= 0 and β is a constant. Now from this
and (A.6) it follows that
∂1F[y,z] = H(F[y,z])∗H−1(y). (A.13)
Similarly, (A.7) and (A.12) yield
∂2F[y,z] = β∗H(F[y,z])∗H−1(z). (A.14)













Thus ∂y ln(Φ(y)) = H
−1(y) and, by (A.13), it follows that
∂y ln(Φ(F[y,z])) = H







= ln(K(z)) for some function K. (A.18)
Now (A.14) indicates that
∂z ln(Φ(F[y,z])) = H
−1(F[y,z])∗∂2F[y,z] = β∗H−1(z) (A.19)
so that









Now considering (A.18) also this leads to
∂z ln(K(z)) = ∂z ln(Φ(F[y,z])) = β ∗ ∂z ln(Φ(z)). (A.22)
Thus, for a constant c, and by (A.18), it follows that
ln(K(z)) = ln(Φβ(z)) - ln(c) = ln(Φ(F[y,z])) - ln(Φ(y)). (A.23)
This last equation is equivalent to
c∗Φ(F[y,z]) = Φ(y)∗Φβ(z). (A.24)
Note that c must be non-zero. Now it remains to determine β. Starting from
(A.1) it is evident that
c∗Φ(F[x,F[y,z]]) = c∗Φ(F[F[x,y],z]). (A.25)
Applying (A.24) to (A.25) twice results in
Φ(x)∗[ c−1 ∗ Φ(y)∗Φβ(z)]β = c−1 ∗ Φ(x)∗Φβ(y)∗Φβ(z). (A.26)
and this is equivalent to
cβ−1 = Φβ(β−1)(z). (A.27)
Thus it must be that β = 1 if Φ is not to be constant. The solution of (A.1) is
therefor
Φ(F[x,y]) = c−1 ∗ Φ(x)∗Φ(y). (A.28)
A.2 The Categoricity Equation
The equation to be solved is
φ(a′) = f(φ(a)). (A.29)
This correspondence must hold in all cases, including when attention is restricted
to a Boolean Lattice. This is the case under which (A.29) will be solved.
Let h = Φφ. Then, by (A.28), it follows that
c∗h(a∧b) = h(a)∗h(b). (A.30)
Let h(a′) = g(h(a)). From (A.29) it follows that
φ(a′) = [Φ−1gΦ]φ(a). (A.31)
Thus f = Φ−1gΦ so that finding f is reduced to finding g.
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Now, according to (A.29), (A.30), and DeMorgan’s Law, it follows that
c∗g(h(a∨b)) = g(h(a))∗g(h(b)) (A.32)
so that
































Consider a special case where a = i∧j and b = i∨j. Then a∧b = a and a∨b =












Let y = g(h(a)), z = h(b), u =
c∗g(y)
z , and v =
c∗g(z)
y . Then (A.37) becomes
simply
z∗g(u) = y∗g(v). (A.38)
Operating with ∂y on (A.38) results in
c∗g′(u)∗g′(y) = g(v) - v∗g′(v). (A.39)
Similarly, taking ∂z of (A.38) leads to
c∗g′(v)∗g′(z) = g(u) - u∗g′(u). (A.40)
Operating on (A.40) with ∂y now gives
u∗y∗g′′(u)∗g′(y) = v∗z∗g′′(v)∗g′(z). (A.41)
By using (A.38) this may be reduced to
u∗g′′(u)∗g(u)∗g′(y) = v∗g′′(v)∗g(v)∗g′(z). (A.42)
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Equations (A.39) and (A.40) may be solved for g′(y) and g′(z) and the results
substituted into (A.42). This results in
u∗g′′(u)∗g(u)
g′(u)∗(u∗g′(u) - g(u)) =
v∗g′′(v)∗g(v)
g′(v)∗(v∗g′(v) - g(v)) = λ ( a constant ). (A.43)
Evidently, then, the variables u and v may be separated in this differential
equation. The first integral of the resulting equation is given by
g−λ(x)∗g′(x) = α∗x−λ (A.44)
where α is a constant of integration.
The solution of (A.44) falls into two cases corresponding to λ = 1 and λ 6=
1.
For λ = 1 the solution of (A.44) is of the form g(x) = A∗xα. Then
x = g(g(x)) = g(A∗xα) = Aα+1∗xα2 (A.45)
This amounts to
A-(α+1) = x(α+1)(α-1). (A.46)
This implies that α = ±1. For α = 1, A = ±1. For α = - 1, A need merely be
non-zero. Thus the λ = 1 case solutions are of the form
g(x) = ±x, or g(x) = A∗x−1. (A.47)
According to the previous section of the appendix, it was found that ∗ for-
mally corresponds to ∧. It is necessary, then, that ∗-products may be factored
so that an interpretation may be uniquely determined. It may therefor be seen
that all of the solutions for g(x), for the λ = 1 case, must be rejected. In particu-
lar, g(x) = x obviously doesn’t distinguish x from g(x) in the first place. g(x) =
-x must be rejected because products of negatives don’t retain specific signs for
the factors, so that it would be generally impossible to determine which factors
represent g(x) for some x. Finally, g(x) = A∗x−1 must also be rejected. In this
case it is because the operation of inversion with respect to ∗ has already been
reserved, by design, for the task of indicating erasures. It would be impossible
to necessarily determine, then, whether a factor x−1 would indicate that x is to
be erased at some point or that it indicates that x is not a meaningful symbol.
There therefor only remains one possible class of solution.
For λ 6= 1 the solution of (A.44) is defined by
gr(x) = α∗xr + B, where r = (1-λ). (A.48)
Applying (A.48) twice to (A.38) results in
(α2∗cr - B)∗(yr - zr) = 0, so B = α2∗cr. (A.49)
In light of (A.49), it follows that substituting (A.48) into x = g(g(x)) results
in
(1 - α2)∗xr = α2∗(α + 1)∗cr, so α = ±1. (A.50)
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The only solution for the case λ 6=1 which, at least, has not already been found
in the previous case is then
gr(x) = cr - xr. (A.51)
This general solution of this equation requires that complex numbers be consid-
ered, and thus such numbers must be admitted to the general symbolic system.
Such a number system may be used to distinguish the factor x from g(x). Thus
the solvability of (A.29) necessitates the inclusion of complex numbers in the
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